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Abstract

In the fonhcoming decades housing will be facing major controVersial issues such

as those ofachieving higher densities. obtaining soci<H:Ultural acceptance thro:1gh the

retention of the inherent qualities of low rise. low density dwellings, and that ofamining

sustlinability.

Courtyartl housing addresses these issues fairly effectively with al least one

individual courtyard allocated 10 every single dwelling unit. Apan from achit:Ving higher

densities, it possesses qualities sucb as ground relatedness. securlty, teIritoriality, dwelling

identifiability, image ofhome, personalization, adaptability 10 alternative lifestyles. the

provision of private outdoor space, and child surveillance possibility. These are qualities

seldom found in omer housing typOlogies with similar det>sities and are almost non existent

in high-rlse. high density projects. Sustainability is achieved through economies in land,

infrastructure, building materials, energy, as well as socio-cultural stability.

This srudy investigates the courtyartl, the house. the neighborbood, the city and

how these relate to the qualities mentioned above. A comprehensive and exhaustive review

is also made ofcounyard housing projects published since 1960. Tbese are compared and

analysed in arder 10 derive possible improvements and suggest alternative solutions.
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Résumé

Dans les déœr.nies à venir le logement fer-l face à des problèmes très controversés:

des densitfs de plus en plus importantes. robtention d-une reconnaissance socio-culturelle

à navers larétention des qualités inhérentes aux bâtiments de 1 au 3 étages ainsi qu-aux

unités d1labitations de basses densités et l'accomplissement d-une soutenabilité..

Le logement à coar intérieure adresse cesprobl~ d-lDle façon assez efficace avec

au moins one cour intérieure individuelle plar chaque unité d-habitation. En plusd-~ à

une plus haute densité ce type de logement apporte des qualités telles que: la relarion au sol.

la~é.latérritoriali~l'identification du logemen~ l'image de la.maiso~la

pc:rsonalisation. l'adaptabilité à des difièrents styles de vie, la crèation d'espaces extèrieurs

privès,. et la poSSlèilité de surveiller les enfants.

Ces qualités sont mcment trouVées dans d'autres typOlogies de logement avec des

densités semblables. Elles sont presque inéxistantes dans les projets de plus de 8 étages et

de haute densité.

La soutenabilité est atteint~ par une 6:onomie territoriale, une infrastructure, des

matériaux de construction. l'énergie ainsi qu'une stabilité soc:iCK:U1ture1le.

Cette étude est une enquête sur la cour intèrieure, la maison. le voisinnage, la ville

et comments cesélémentS agissent parrappon aux qualités mentionnées ci dessus.

Une vaste et complète aîtique des projets àcoursintèrieurespublièsdepuis 1960 est

également proposée. Ces projets sont comparés et analysés afin de tirer les meilleures

améliorations possibles et de suggérerd'antres solutions.
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Introduction

As the end of me 20th centuIy approaches and land and resources get increasingly

scarce and expensive. an alternative has to be found '0 me predominant yet costIy and land

and space consuming housing types on me market today. such as me suburban single

family detaehed house and me monotonous and often sociCK:U1turally unacceptable highrise

apamnent black. Bom of L'le above mentioned typologies have advantages and

disadvantages, yet, aside from meir extrOvened nature, are completely opposed. ThUS, me

former bas inherent beneficial characteristics of low-rise housing and me latter retains me

advantage ofhigher densities. It is desirable to possess an alternative housing typOlogy

which has many of me advantages of bom opposing typologies.

Changing econo:mc and sociCK11ltmaI conditions around me world will

undoubtedIy force housing aumorities to develop new forms ofhousing to suit future

needs. These will be more energy efficient, and will COS! less to build. run and maintain.

They will aIIow for greater densities while emulating low-rise building foImS, will be more

viable sociCK11lturally. will aIIow access to bom public and private open spaces, and will

occupy less land.

Such a "futuristic" and "sustainable" housing rypology has been around for severa!

millenia and has been developped for contemporary use by architects around me worId in

me present centuIy. This rypology is contemporary counyard bousing.

A recent resurgence ofÙlÏS traditional house fotm suggesrs Ùlat it supports

considerably higher densities man omer low-rise forms, yet bas mas! ofme advantages of

me 1atteI: This mesis is a srody ofmat recurring house form. me COntemporary version of

me traditional counyard house, where its assets and liabilities are moroughly analysed and

discussed.

The omer trends for "bouses ofme future" will include increased efficiencies and

savings achieved tbrough bouse miniaturization wimout comptomising spatial quality.

urban or contextuaI continuity, ground reIatedness via a Iinking ofindoor and outdoor
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spaces, the relationship of the dwelling to the street, neighborhood and city, as weil as

community interaction. Neither ":ilI il sacrifice planning philosophies that aim to save land.

gain space, and to achieve land use efficiency. To what extent does conternporary counyard

housing satisfy these and other 'fururistic' and 'sustainable' trends? Does il also possess

advanrages not apparent in other housing typologies? This study hopes 10 explore these

issues and to provide sorne answers. The aim of the srudy is not only te record and observe

the social, physical, and qualirative characteristics of the counyard house, but to also make

a thorough analysis of the reasons that give them their distinctive individuality,

uanscending culture, time. and place.

The research methodology is based on an exhaustive Iinerature IeVÏew. It is vitalto

clarify serious misconceptions in housing Iinerature about the term courtyard house or what

courtyard housing represenrs. Sorne include European-type perimeter planning as courtyard

housing. in which open space surroundc.d by the buildings is referred to as the ·counyard'.

Others cluster a few exrroverted. derached housing units around a commen garden-space

and refer to that as 'courtyard housing'. Peripheral walk-up apartments clustered around a

commen courtyard and row housing clustereJ around a common public open space are also

referred to as 'Courtyard Housing'. In this study, Counyard Housing denotes housing

projects composed ofsingle-family dwelling-units, each possessing one or more pril!aze

counyards surrounded by living areas on one or more sides. The houses are inrroverted.

having the courtyard as the foeus, and are surrounded by walls on all sides, where at least

IWO of these exterior walls are blank. The dwelling units may be arranged or clustered

horizonrally, vertically, or diagonally •

One of the primaI)' airns of this thesis is to assess the role courtyard housing

could have in anaining sustainability. The possibilities of its adaptation to harsh

environmental conditions, such as those of Canadian weather or other ternperature

exnemes, is a topic of no lesser imporrance, while in itself, its adaprability to

current Iifestyles merits funher exploration.

The thesis is composed offive major chapters and a conclusion:

Chapœrone is an introduction with an argument favouring areversion to
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inrrovertedness.

The second chapter examines the counyard and the logic behind ilS configuration as

weIl as the various social. cultural. and climatic forces shaping ilS propottions. form and

size.

Chapter three discusses the contemporary counyard house and the various forms it

could attain as determined by social and climatic variables. with occasional references 10

indigenous solutiotlS to climatic and environmental ex=-

Chapter four analyses the validity of the counyard house and the clusters,

neighborhoods and cities it generates with lespect to land use efficiency, energy efficiency,

and socio-cultur.ù sustainability.

Chapter five is a review of contemporary courtyard housing projects published in

the international architectur.ù p1e5S since 1960. These are classified into typologies

accoIding 10 theirplan layoulS. The typologies are analysed and their asselS and liabilities

established. An anempt is made to COyer the mest important documented projects.

However, the abundance ofprojects and their recuning commonalities have resulted in the

representation ofplans in a schematic, abstract manner which can be adapted 10 any

courtyard housing project ofsimilar configuration. The most significant existing projects

are included in the survey as examples. The aim is 10 categorize them in order10 be able 10

derive new, unexplored routes leading to new alternatives.

The thesis terminates with a concluding discussion about the preSent and future

validy ofcourtyard housing in the contemporary context ofrapid teehnological, socio

cultur.ù and stylistic advances.

~.
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Cbapter One

The Little Bouse on the Prairie versus

the Little Prairie in the Bouse

The two most basic spatial conceptual aspectS of housing are inuovencdness and

extrovertedness. This chapter will try to establish a raison Iférre for the adoption of

introverted housing. Although it may initi;ùly seem that the discussion concentrates more

on the Euro-American context., it is pertinent to mention that the truc scope is global. for

basic conceptual aspectS remain constant regardless ofgeogtaphic location. Besides, there

is a universal tendency to imitate Nonh-American planning practices and lifestyles. For

instance. discussing aspectS ofan American suburb is also pertinent to many planning

ptactices in far-away countries.

Housing worldwide is the result of socio-ccltural forces as well as physical

environmental conditions. According to Amos Rapoport, social and cultural factors, rather

t.ian physical forces, are most influential in the creation of house form (1). Socio-cultural

forces are primaIy and result in conceptual fonn, and the othetS are secondary or modifying

and are more physical (2). Conceptual house form is not simply the result ofany single

factor or physical fon;e. but the consequence ofa whole range of socio-cultural factors and

behaviom: These components deterIIÜne the overall aspect of the house as an abstract fonn,

denoting either introvencdness or extrovencdness. and are constant in both cases. This

form in tum is modified by secondary factors such as climatic conditions, methods of

construction, materials, labour and available technology. as well as financing. among

others.

In order to bettercomprehend the differences and relationships between the two
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conccptual ext:'e:nes, it is appropriate ta invcstigate ;ne;n in the context of an ancient

civilization which was familiar with both introvencd and extrovencd housing typeS. ln

doing sc, one will better co::strue contemporaI)' disparities between the two, for an analogy

exists between conccptual forro, be it in the pGSt, present or future.

The reviewed historical setting is classical Rome. where both the extroverted villa

and the introvencd counyard house or domllS coexisted. The domllS was the typical urban

house during the we Roman period. It had two rectangular interior counyanls, the atrium

and the slightly largerperistyle (Fig.l.l). The atrium was next ta the entranceand with its

surrounding arca fonned the public portion of the house. The per.style was a collonaded

counyard adapted from Hellenic houses and was more secluded and, with its surrounding

rooms, served as private family quarters. The plan was axial. and guests were received in

the tablinum. a living and reccption room facing the entrance across the atrium. AlI the

rooms of the domllS opened onto these two counyards.

• • •

Fig. 1.1 House of Pansa at Pompeii. (after Schoenauer).

Often, at the far end of the house and visible from the oecus (living area)was a

honuIusorenclosed garden. terminating the axial sequence ofentrance, atrium, tablinum.

peristyle and oecus (3). Wherever a rear garden was not possible., theperistyle often setVed

as garden with climbing vines and potted plants. Garden views were controlled and
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carefully pl3nned.

The exterior of the dolTUlS. with shops opening on the street. was simple and

nnpletentïous., while the interiors wcre sumptuous and Iavishly fumished. Axial planning

and a centralised access prevented the domus from acquiring the lypical bent foyer and

visual privacy screcn wall or "spirit wall" provided in most non Roman courtyard bouse

entrances that would black "'peeping Toms" with their inquisitive glances (Fig. 1.2).

Howevc:r. the socio-cultural factors dietating the primaIy spatial concept. introVertedness.

we:re the same in an courtyard houses.

~.....,.,
COUK.T\"AR.V

~tt '''A.B)

Fig. 1.2 Bent foyer or "spirit wall" entrante.

1broughout various periods in history. city dwelJcrs idealiz.ed life away from the

hustle and bustle of the city. They were living in a crowded urban milieu. and wanted ta

move away to quietet premises SUII'Ounded by nature; cither for shon periods oftime. for

leisure. or pcrmanently. Thus, the ancient well-to-do Romans began ta establish homes

outside their city limits.

The aspiration ofweaIthy Romans was to have severalvü1as O! counay residen~

with commanding views orthe sur:ounding landscape and preferably within commuting

distance (4). When located near the city. the villa was calIed villa suburbana and enjoyed

piauresque scenes ofnature on aIl its four sides. The desirability ta possess vistas is best

demonstrated in the letters ofCiœro and PUny the Younger (5). Adressing a fricnd in a

letta desaibing bis Tuscan villa and ilS beautiful surrounding countrySide. PIiny the

Youngcr WIOte: :.
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..foras zhe land lies belowyou il looks more like a beamifu.llandscape painting
than zhe real rJùng. il is a refreshing picrure both in ils va.riety and in ils
regulariry. The viewfrom the Muse is like a moUnIain view though zhe hnuse is
really Gr thefoot ofzhe hills...(6).

The villa was a tempOI3Iy dwelling meant for leisure, as well as a getaway, a

recluse away from the 5Ophisticated, urban Roman way oflife. These villas Wete often

Ioca!ed in the centre of large farming estates supplying city market-places. Housing and

agriculture coexisted. Duting this period in time, subutbs and counttySide Wete

undistinguishable. Initially, the Roman suburban villa began as a rural version of the typical

town house, the domus (7). After the fust centmy A.D., the scheme was tumed inside out

in oroer to take advantage ofthe best views. The villa reversed the usual orderofthe urban

domus-with-peristyle 50 that the tablinum and the =ption suites clusteted around it colÙd

enjoy the view through their generous windows (8). The house was entered through the

peristyle, the private domain (9). The difference between domus and villa was best

explained by the Roman architeetVittuvius in book VI ofbis TenSooksonArclùreClllre:

_ln town atriums are usually nc:t to zhefront door, while in country seatS
peristyles comefirst. and zhen atriums surro1l1lded bypavel! colonnades opening
uponpakzestrae andwalks (l0).

The views Wete always framed through windows, dOOtS or colonnades. Pliny's

second century descriptions ofbis villas and tr.:: enticing views from all the rooms indicate

that the Romans pteferted raw nature to be framed by the room and its windows for the

scene to be delightful. Disclosing the merits ofbis seaside Laurentine villa and the attractive

views available from bis antetOOm and dining room, Pliny the Younger addIcssed bis

friend Gallus with the following words:

_ Further on is an attractive OJ/lQoom and a very nice dining room which runs out
towards the shore and is washed by the wavesw~ zhe south west wind
ruffles zhe sea.lt hasfolding doors and wi.ndows as large on em:h side andso you
have three differentviews ofthe seafrom thefront and the sides, whiIefrom the
rearyou look badr. al the partwe havejust come through: the Qn1Qoom. the
colonnades, the atrium, the woods andfaroffin the distance, the mounrains (11).
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The cultured Romans invariably preferred architectural interVention as a necessary

pan offraming views (12). Instead oflooking onto co=. there were porticocs from

which te look out at the surrounding countryside (13). The Roman introverted domus was

thus transfonned into the extroverted villa composed ofmany wings extending into the

landscape. the consequence ofa complex set of factors (Fig.13). Villas were oftcn raised

on platfœms in arder te be seen from afm". and te enjoy views and a commanding

placement. Thus. the extroverted nature of the villa was the outcome of the implicity

Roman desire te expose wealth and status., te look out and te be looked ai. The nature of

Pliny's leners addressed te bis friends indicates that he enjoyed the faet that he owned villas

and was not in the least reluetant te describe them.. their magnificent facilities. a.'ld the

views they commanded AIl villas were conceived for a leisurely and ostentatious lifestyle.

and were considered te be prestigeous possessions wonhy to be displayed.

Fig. 13 Villa at Piazza Armerina. Sicily. Early founh century AD. (after R.JA WJ1sc,n).
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This infatuation or "view manian became 50 pavasive that eventually urban housing

began te imitate villas that commanded ruraI views. Wherever then: was no possibility te

obtain views. cither due to modest means or restrieted urban conditions. the Romans

compromised by using paint. 5tUCCO and mosaic decorations to create imaginary views

(14). Varions lanàscape features such as statues. tiny grottoes. painted landscapes on

courtyard walls, canals dug out in the garden. pools, fountains an:! plant material wen:

introduced (Fig.1.4). AlI elements wen: seqnentially ananged and framed te em1l1ate rmal

views. Courtyards with the atrium tablinum axis oriented tewatds the anificial. rear garden

and opening directly onto it wen: =tee!. with the peristyle often moved te one side, the

entire ensemble conceived te bring the countrySide and associat'=Ci scenery within the party

walls of city houses.

Fig. 1.4 Corinthian Atrium. (from Gwilt).

Although nature was often included in Roman atria and peristyles before the

introduction ofthe villa, a feat alien te GIeek peristyles. which wen: devoid of any

landscape eIements, a more conscious effort was made te make the ensemble ofatrium,

tablinum, peristyle and rear garden look and feel as if they were located in a "rural" setting,

enjoying weil orchesttatee!. framed "rural" views (Fig.l.5 a and b). It was an effort to

=cate nature and ilS effects within one's own premises. AlI the rooms stilllooked onto

these interior court gardens. even though they wen: supposed te give the impteSSÏon that

they didn'L With wishes to inùtate the opposite concept, the Romans had inadvertently
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reinforced thcir own initial concept ofintrovertedncss!

Fig. 1.5 a. Peristyle at Pompeii, and b. Door and Ptothyrum. Pompeii. (from Gwilt).

Whereas Roman suburban villas were conceived specifically as tempOtaty

getaways, thcirmorerecentdescendants.l9th and 20th century suburban dwellings, were

meant to be permanent IeSÎdences located outside the city linùts and its inconveniences.

ContempOI3IY desires to get away from the city COInn".enced following the industrialization

of the western world. By the mid 18005, unconttolled industries were emitting noxious

fumes into the city atmospbere. Migrant labourers were cramped in tiny, unhygienic

lodgings, and living standards were very low. Life in city centtes bad deteriorated, and the

desire to move away from the unbealthy conditions of the town cenu:rs towards the green

countrySide or suburbs was bom.

Initially, suburbs were occupied exclusively by the rich, leaving the city centre to

the poor and working classes. Eventually, the middle and the pootcr classes also acquired

thcir own suburbs. This was due to the availability ofcheap land and public and private

tranSpOttation. starting with Iailroads, streeteaIS, and finally automobiles as well as

supporting infrastructure (15). Affordable suburban houses, inexpensive energy, and the
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availability of food and consumer goods brought in from far away places al! comributed 10

the growth of the suburbs. The post World Warn suburb rose with the decline of the city

centre, accompanied by a disintegration of the traditiona! vaIues of the city and the

deterioration of civilized life (16). By the 197ûs there were more suburbanites living in

North American cities than in citiesorruraI areas (11).

CUlTelltly, high rems, priees, urban crime rates and established values still continue

to drive young families to the suburbs. The principal reasons for obtaining contempor.uy

detaehed suburban housing are propetty, increased sociaI status, informaI "countrySide"

living, handsome views, relaxation and a retreat from the hustIe and bustIe of urban life

reasons reminiscent of the intentions of the original Romans who probably came up with

the idea i'litially. Suburban housing was not intended to incorporate any of the traditionaI

vinues of urban housing, be it in ancient or contemporazy rimes.

AetuaI North American suburban settlements are mosùy composedof single family

derached housing units remotely reminding one of RotIl3ll suburban villas by their

extrovenedness and occasionaI pretentiousness. However, they are p1aced on small plots

(mocIc Iandscapes), and simiIar designs are duplicated over and over, unlike the RotIl3ll

vi11a, where each and every house was unique.

Fig. 1.6. (adapted from Lynch).

•

Contempoœy extrovened suburban housing commands neither status as a

monument nor the views of the "extroVened Roman villa". From the exterior, one bouse

appears similar to al! the othetS, and hardly constïtutes a Iandmark (Fig. 1.6). Looking

from the ïnside out, al! one sees is a drab streetseape, petbaps a weIl maintained front lawn,

with seldom any significant outdoor activity•

A single family detached suburban bouse not only looks like most of the ether
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houses on the street, it also resembles most other houses of the same typalogy on the

continent, regardIess ofregional. cultural or c1imatic differences.

This house type favollIS a homogeneous family type. basically the nuclear family.

and a consumerist lifestyle common 10 the entire continent. It occupies a central place on the

plot, suggesting ownership and a false sense of territoriality. However. this is accompanied

by a series ofexpectations related 10 the look and homogeneity of the street. primarily the

manicured front Iawn matching those of the neighbollIS. The bedrooms of titis house are

considered 10 be private spaees. whereas the living rooms with theirpi= windows.

designed more for passers by 10 look in rather titan for resiàents 10 look out, are a sort of

space for the family to congregate and expose their lifestyle and belongings. Thepi=

window has nothing to conceal from the outside world. It favOIlIS exttovertedness and

openness. and Iays the contents and aetivities of the most important room in front ofany

viewer. The private detached house expresses the egocentricity of the individuaI. exhibiting

possessions and social stams 10 onlookers. yet favOUIS a son ofreserved attitude towards

suanger5 and communal aetivities al large.

The viewer on the outside is ideally supposed to be a neighbor passing by. He or

she is supposed 10 be living in the same neighborhood. occupying a home ofsimilardesign

and character, having a family similar in structure to ail the other families in the

ne:ghborhood. and generally belonging to the same incorne group. The lifestyle and

belongings ofone neighbor are quite simiIar tO another's, thus minimising feelings of

hostility or jealousy. Complete exttovertedness does not seem 10 cause any foreseeable

problems, provided things are as "Utopian" and prosperous as they were in postwar Nonh

America of the 1950s and 60s.

Unfonunately, the conditions of the 1990s are a far cry from those c1ays. Family

strucrlll'e has been altered tremendously. High land COsts, high interest rateS, rising fuel

priees. as well as ttoublesorne economic times have disrupted the ideal suburban lifestyle.

The abundance of unemployed or underpaid individuals has led to economic discontent and

hence 10 a rise in the crime rate. Suburban households are no suangers 10 frequent

burglaries. This itselfmises questions about the validity ofexuovertedness and the

exposure of the contents of the house to the outside via the picture window or the cars
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parked in the car pan.

The suburb is no longer associated with the imagery of houses sitting peacefl.~!ly in

nature. Sorne stereOtypical images include monotonous and uniform neighborhoods

inhabited by white middleooelass residents (18). However~ reality is quite different!rom the

type-cast imagery as seen nowadays. They are no longer bomogeneous ethnically.

economicany~ or arcbitecmral1y. and are beginning 10 show considerable diversity. for there

are rich and poor suburbs. minoritysub~ and suburbs with high-rise apanments"

condominia and town houses. In bis 1991 book. Edge City. Joel Garreau points out that

the nature of suburban growth bas cbanged ciramatically during the Iast thirty years (19).

They are no longer chiefly rcsidentiaI; manufaaurers. retail stores and offices are

incrcasingly rclocating to the suburbs. and suburbanites are no longer dependent on the city

core for employment, shopping. or entertainment (20).

Thus. the suburban bouse today looks out at a diverse but carcIessly planned and

disorderly neighborhood. SupposedIy green suburbs are rapidIy being transfonned into

commercial. quasi-urban conglomerates.

•

Fig. 1.7 a. View looking out to suburban backyard. b. view loolâng onto enclosed

counyard.

The rccent suburban heœrogeneity means that the desired effect of the house located

in the counayside overlooking nature ora garden city is no longervalid. \Vhat is rcquired

is a redefinition ofthe focus ofthe suburban bouse (Fig. 1.7). Which is more desirable; a

bouse on amonotonous street with a character that is neither urban norIllI'al. but al best

could be described as confusing. shapeless and unsightly. or an introVened bouse with a

prlvate counyard-garden as its main focus. featuring we1l orchestrated, conttolled views

and a cIcar definition ofthe oouse's private and public dOmains? Should subUIban housing
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aspire to become more reminiscent ofurban housing rather than rural housing (or villas) as

suburbs begin tO resemble cities? Could houses bener serve their purposes ifthey solved

the petplexities associated with them by adapting the reverse process C'f;he deve10pment of

the Roman villa and romed their focus to look inwards towards a counyard garden instead

of a characterless and disorder1y neighborhood up front and a conventional backyard (and

the neighbour's laundry) at the back?

Are the above reasons a sufficient pretat to revert to an intt'OVerted housing

typology? What were the justifications made by previous cultures for adopting courtyatd

living? Could some of these also be valid today?

Fig. 1.8 Traditional Chinese counyard bouse dwelling with hierarchic privacy levels.

(adapted from D.K. Ching).
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In most traditional communitics with a predominant counyard housing culture,

introvertec!ness resulted not only from pressu."cs tO obtain a garden within one's own

premises, but was also the result ofeconomic factors, defensive precautions and severa!

other socio-cultural pressures. Social and religious factors often required the cloistering of

women, and the counyard house provided the perfect private recluse. The house was a

secluded domain and was accesSIble only to family, relatives and clan members, while

strangers were denied access tO all but its most public pans. NeighOOrhoods formed

homogenous monocultures resulting in an intense sense ofcommunity and sociabiIity, in

which evetybody knew evCl)'thing about evetybody eIse. Privacy for the family,obtained

through the colll'ty:lId. became a consequential necessity as a defensive measure against

overly inquisitive neighbours. Some cultures went even funher by providing houses with

severaI consecutive courtyards, with a hietarehy of privacy inaeasing with decreasing

aCCCSS'biIity as one penetrated funher intO the house. Traditional Oùnese COUIty3Id

dwellings, for instance, were prime examples, where the outermost counyard was ICSCIVed

forreceiving total strangers and the innermost was a sanetuaIy for the home owner's

wives, daughters and concubines, and hence the most private (Fig. 1.8).

Whereas it is inconceivable in most communities tO revert to counyard housing

solely for the reasons regarding women mentioned above, some of the requirements

regarding privacy are as valid as ever, and include sorne traditional factors and many newer

arguments. Except for certain spots in contemporary Islamic societies such as in Saudi

Arabia where women are often sequestered, the main arguements for a reversion tO

inlIOVertec!ness apan from the ones mentioned above may also he cultural as well as

physical, as manifested in climatic exaemes, excessive noise, or unattraetive street

environments. One ofthe primary reactions towards extrovenedness bas tO do with the

negative responses expressed towards monotOnous and wastefu1 public exterior spaces

resulting from many 20th century housing projects. Instead ofproviding large, anonymous

public open spaces to residents, such as leftOver spaces between public highrise and

midrise housing or the useless spaces between suburban houses, it is preferable to control

and limit these as much as possible and instead provide housing with individua1 house plots

with large inlIOVerted private counyards which would he used at the discretion ofthe
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•
Fig. 1.9 a. "Dead" public residential open spaces versus b. private and semi-privatc open

spaces.
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Fig. 1.10 a. Organic city structure with introverted counyard houses versus b. Suburban

city structure with extroVerted houses. (adapted and modified from Rapopon).

If the desire to have comely views and advantageous conditions from one's own

house was reason enough to adopt the villa, or, in case that was unattainable, to alter the

introverted house in snch a ma:mer that it imitated the villa with its desirable views, then,the
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reverse logic should also he true. The complete absence of desirable views or the presence

of objectionable views and conditions should prompt housing to obtain an inaovened

fonn, seeking controlled views and favourable environments within one's own premises

(Fig. 1.10).

That is the essence ofcourtyard housing. where a tame, cultivaIed representation of

nature is confined within the domestic enclave. That this "house with an exu:rior space"

simultancously meets the demands ofmuch more complex socio-cultUIal issues and

handles climatic, economic and space saving requirements in addition to providing a garden

indieates that its many assets outweigh its liabilities.

~.
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ChapterTwo

InnerSpace

The pmpose of this chapter is to study me individual private rcsidential courtyaId as

a conceptuaI and physical entity. Ils overall configuration. size. proportions and orientation

should be me mona! outcome ofphysical and socio-cultural factors rather ÙIan ÙIe result

ofrandom leftover open spaces on me house 10L A monale bas to be established by which

me variables affecting ilS physical tnOtphology can be properly manipulated in arder to

obtain an optimum desired effect. for courtyaId fonn reciprocally influences me house.

Thus. the study ofthe counyard is also a part of the study of me wl:ole house, and should

be thought ofaccordingly.

Territoriality and the Idea ofThreshold

Devices for defining and locating thresholds vary with diffetent cultures, and

consequently with diffetent house forms. Thus. thresholds occur at diffetent poinlS in

temtorial space for diffetent housing typologies (l). In counyard housing. me threshold is

at the edge ofthe site, where me private lot and me public enuy gale meet. In ÙIe

exuoverted, detached (Euro-American) or suburban house, ÙIe threshold is Iocated at the

enuy ofÙIe house proper. The threshold of the latter 1S~;thin ÙIe site terrltory. This

indieates a diffetent sense ofterrltoriality, and an obligation for the entirely enclosed

counyard house plot to be put to good use as requiIed by the resident, whereas the entire

front ofÙIe extIOverted bouse bas to be treated as a semi-public domain, visually and

physically accessible to everyone, and along wim ilS manicured front yani, serving

aestheticratherÙlan utilitarian pUtpOSCS (Fig. 2.1)•
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Fig. 2.1 Sense of public and private domains in diff=t dwelling typeS. (after Rapoport).

Inaeasing the density ofa residentiaI neighborhood means inaeasing the aowding

ofthat neighborhood, and a demarcation ofterritory and place becomes Ilecessary. Human

beings.like animaIs, are subject ta streSSes generated by the penetration ofthe individua1's

"bubble" ofspace. as pointed out by Edward T. Hall in The Hidden Dimension (2). The

ability to deal with crowding varies with different cultures. Different types of housing or

settlements serve as more or less successful devices for controlling densities (3). As

densities increase and aowding occurs, people have a tendency ta separate their domain

from their neighbour's in order to retain their own "bubble" ofspace, to avoid noise, and

obtain privacy, for they no longer possess large distances between themselves and their

neighbors to keep their "bubbles" intact and obtain visual and other types ofprivacy. The

result is a well defined private domain, preferably surrounded by a higher than eye-Ievel

wall With the elirnination ofrequired distances between neighbours, the building can start

at the edge of the site and can theoretically occupy the enlÏ1'e site. The necessity ofacquiring

air, sunlight and a possible garden or a piece ofnature on the plot fon:es a volume ta be eut

and removed from the building mass. The resulting void becomes the counyard (Fig. 2.2).

The focus ofthe house is on this void, an outdoor yet sheltered space, perbaps regarded

inversely as a pan of nature enclosed by the house walls.

ExteriorSpace

Territorial space may be deman:ated by both interior and exterior space. The nature

ofthe boundary that distinguishes internaI space from externa1 space is ofutmost
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imponance (4). Space is formed by the relationship between an object (the house. walls,

ete.) and a human being who perceives il. The object inevitably c:reates a boundaIy that aets

together with the ground plane. Elements such as walIs describe these boundaries or limits.

and define spaces as well as their qualities (Fig. 2.3 a). For instance.. when a natura!

element such as a tree is surrounded by walls, exterior space is created around the tree.

Exterior space is c:reated by delimiting "nature". and is thus separated from "nature" by a

frame or a wall (Fig. 2.3 b). Exterior space develops within itself a centripel31 oroer. since

it is SUlTOunded and enclosed (5). Thus, it becomes a positive space.. bordered with human

intentions and functions, all created inside the frame (6).

Fig. 2.2

Fig. 2.3 a. and b.

CourtyaIds do not extend infinitely but are delimited, creating =nierof"inside"

and "outside". Thus, the courtyard is a private architectural exterior space demarcated with

a floor and at least two walls, without a ceiling. open to the sky. It is the focal feature of the

very boundaties tbat delimit it, the bouse. Whether or Dot it was conceived initially as a
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subtraetive form carved out from a solid (the smoke-hole/impluvium-atrium concept) or

was the result of the Ieftover outdoor space in a compound ofseve:ral structures clustered

around an cncI~exterior open space (the rural farmstead/tribal compound concept), the

l'lature of the space remains the saIne. The primary socio<ultuI3l factor is the desirability ta

attain introvc:rtedness, with aetivities focused on an enclosed exterior space, a courtyard.

Having de1imited the counyard territory and established the lcind of space it

represents., the main questions remaining aIe: what aIe the diffcrent typeS and sizes of

counyards and what aIe the modifying factors dietating theirf~ configuration. scale,

proportion. and orientation?

Fig. 24 a. Sunken counyard in the Sahara regioll (After Bukamur). b. Standard courtyard

in a Oünese dweDing (afterD.K. Ching). Ce Elevated courtyard in Yemeni toWer

bouse, San'aa. Yemcn (after Sergeant).
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Of Courts and Men

There are no established rules that apply to the proper sizing or proportioning of the

counyani and its enclosure. One cannot establish fonnulas or rules of thumb 10 àetemùne

thcse factors or their outeome. However, variables and parameters can be set within which

the counyani may be sized. proportioned. and its position located within the bouse. The

factors affecting the size and ratios controlling a counyard's width.length and hei{;ht are

diverse and vary with. cultural, geographicaI. regional and climatic diffetenccs. Thcse

include the dcsiIability 10 obtain the sun's radiation or to escape il., and the amount of

sunlight desired. as weil as the dcsire to capture the wind or 10 deflect il. Other factors

include psychological determinants affecting the feeling ofenclosure within diffetent

cultures as weil as socio-cultural controls affecting the degree of introvertedncss tequired.

Careful thought must be given as to how to orient, design, plant, proportion, size.

and enclose a counyard or counyani garden in a given location for a particular geographical

or cultural setting. TIuough proper conceptualization, one can attain a truly livable

courtyard. efficient both as a microclimatic moderator and as an attractive. bumane. outdoor

living environmenl. The most important factors dietating the size and proportions of the

counyani are communicated in more detail below.

Type and Size

One could categorize courtyards in numerous ways. based on various criteria. For

the purposcs of this Study, courtyards are categorized according to their location with

respect to the ground plane. Thus. standardcourryards are located at ground level. sunken

courryards are located below the ground plane, and e1ellared courryards are located above

the ground plane (Fig. 2.4 a, b, and c). Each possible type ofcounyani may best suit a

particular situation, and consequently would have its size and proportions affected. for each

bas 10 bave an optimum shape and size 10 perfonn adequately. Anotherrelated factor may

be the type ofavaùable teehnology in a particular area whicb would rcstrlet shape and size.

Availability ofspace is aIso an important factor, for it may affect the cboice ofcounyard

type as weil as its aetual physical allOtmenL Each counyani type generates specific housing
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typOlogies which may best suit a panicular climatic condition.. as will be shown in the next

chapter:

LatinIde

The courtyard house receives most ofits natural daylight tbrough the courtyar.i.

Thus. the courtyard has te be wide enough to receive the desireè amount ofsunlight. This

required minimum width varies from latitude to latitude. The nearer one gets to the Equator,

the smaller the width requirements, for the sun tends te attain a higher Otbit. Conversely,

counyards require wider proportions to capture the low winter sun as one moves nearer te

the Earth's poles. These considerations affect the proportions and size of the courtyard.

Thus. the nearer its location is to the Eanh's poles, the greater are its width requirements,

and consequenùy the greater its size and lower the height ofits encIosing walls. This aIso

implies, for instance, that courtyard houses located in more Southerly latitudes (ofthe

Northem hemisphere) require less area for their courtyards and may aetual!y acquire higher

densities because of the possibility ofhaving smallercounyards (hence smallerplots) and

multiple stories. The possibility ofacquiring higher densities through the provision of

medium-rise courtyard housing is al50 more valid in locations oflower latitudes, for the

multi-sterey charaeter of the house itselfprovides shade, a weIcome situation in most

locations in Equatorial latitudes.

Density

The dense, Arab courtyard houses packed in a cellular pattern or the compact

dweIlings located in the Greek islands and their subsequent settlements could be anributed

te the needs ofdefence, lack offinancial and material resources, (50 that the bouses shared

walls and often thetnselves had to form the city wall),lack ofarable land and the need te

conserve it, the need for protection against undesirable winds and the climatic need for

shading (Fig. 2.5).

Since all ofthese factors undoubtedly play a part in obtaining higher densities, no

single factor could be considered as the most important. It is perhaps not by coïncidence
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that the nccd to provide counyaId housing with sp3ISC dcnsitics in order to C3plUIC the

maximlJlIl amount of low Nonbcrn swùight also rcfleas the Nonbcrn dis1ike ofaowds.

InvcrscIy, this phcnomcnon applics cqually to courtyard housing locatcd in cquatorial

tetritorics whcte the affection towards aowding by most people living in thcsc lImIS

coïncide with the ncccssity ofbouses bcing tighùy ncsùcd togcther, as wcll as to the highcr

densirics imposcd by ovcrpopulation.

Fig. 2.S Marakcsh (Morocco). Acrial photo ofttaditional counyard bouses (from Chiaia).

Culture and Feeling ofEncloswe

DiffcteDt societics of the worId have diffcteDt notions about the degrcc ofcnclosurc

an exterioropcn spacc or a counyard should have. This may have to do with the degrcc of

sociability ofa particularculture, psychological factors propagating a morbid drcad of
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confined spaces. as weil as clements of choice. as exemp1ified by a fondness of aowding

(1). Native Canadians and certain nomads may never accept the concept of enclosure

around their own dwellings because their sense of temtoriality is completely different from

that ofpossessive cultureS. For instance. Native Canadians or Arab nomads traditionally

have no sense of land possession. People belonging to such cultllIeS may aetually feel

claustrophobie in an introvened., walled environment, and may never accept ta live in an

encIosed counyard. Arab tawn dwellers, on the other hand, may feel very much al home in

a tiny counyard with very high confining walls.

•
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Proportions and Feeling of Enclosure

Feeling ofenclosure in an cxterior space is detennined by the relation ofviewing

distance to building height as seen by our normal frontal field ofview (8). When we look

ahead. oU!" normal frontal field fumishes us with a general imp=ion of the space wc are

in. Our perception serves as a three-dimensional visual scanning device. and. togethcr with

simultaneous images of the space observed and processed in the brain, tclay the

information to our consciousness which determines the degree of enclosure, the sense of

space or the lack of it which we feel.

The following are SOlDe roles of thllIIlb concerning the feeling ofenclosure in

cxtetior open spaces, adapted from Spreïregen (9) and AshihaIa (10). Although both refcr

to urban open spaces such as streets and piazzas, these proponions and recommendations

can be applied equally to counyards, for they are based on proponions of visual factors.

When the height H ofa building facade equals the distance D ofthe observer from

the same building facade, ie. DIH=I, the comice would be at a 45· angle from the

horizontalline ofour forward sight (Fig. 2.6 a). Since the enclosing walls would be much

highcr than the upper limit ofour forward view (30·), we feel weil enclosed. Different

spatial qualities may be anained by increasing or decreasing the DIH ratio. As this ratio

increases, the space opens up and thcre is less feeling ofenclosure. When DIH is between

1 and 2, a son ofbalance is achieved (11). When a facade or wall height equalsone halfthe

distance we stand from the building, (D1H=2), it coincides with the 30· upper limit of our

normal view (Fig. 2.6 b). This is the threshold ofdistraction, with the enclosing walls

attaining the lowcr limi: for creating a feeling ofenclosure (12).

When the facade height equals one-third the viewcr's distance from the building

(D1H=3), the tOP is seen at about an 18· angle (Fig. 2.6 c). The space gives an impression

ofcxpansiveness or vasmess. Visually prominent objects beyond this space are perceived

as much as the space itself. When DIH=4, the top ofthe wall is seen aI a 14· angle and the

space loses its containing quality and peripheral facades function more as edges (Fig. 2.6

d). Spatial sense is ail but lost and we are left instead with a sense ofplace (13).

When DIH falls below l, space grows increasingly intimate until eventually a
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feeling of restriction and claustrophobia creeps in. Different locations. cultures and

situations require different DIH ratios., and the above mentioned proportions should be

considercd as mac guidelin~as each panicular situation should be handled separately.

Spatial enclosure is also a matter ofcontinuity of wall surface. and tao many gaps in the

~ abrupt changes in the comice height, and drastic facade variations will weaken the

feeling ofenclosure.

In tiny Arab counyards the D/H ratio may be 1/l or less. for the sun being in a near

vertical position maximum shade may be provided in this fashion. whereas a DIH ratio of 3

to 4 may feel very appropriate in a Scandinavian or Canadian courtyard (Fig. 2.7). In any

~ enclosure may also be achieved by the introduction ofvarious Iandscape devices such

as overhangs. treIlis~climbing plants.~ etc. However. sunlight and feeling of

enclosure are not the ooly factors affecting the proportions and size of the domestic
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Proportions and Acoustics

Acoustics play an important l'Ole in the proper propordoning of the counyard if

noise elimination is ta have an effective l'Ole in the design. The need for open courtyaIds

crcate problems ofprivacy, particu1arly acoustic privacy. Some cultmes talcrate very high

noise levels and acœpt less acoustic privacy while others require socia1 as well as physica1

controls (14). Counyard housing is extremely adequate in e1iminating noise emanating

from neighboms, for it is introverted and most noise is considcrably reduced before it

leaves the courtyaId. However, it is prefcrable ta have the neighbour's b1ank house wall

adjacent ta one's own courtyard wall rather than the neighbour's courtyard wall for the

building mass and the distance between the twO courtyaIds greatly reduce the noise levels

(15). According ta Schoenauer and Seeman, both the width and length of the courtyard

each have ta be at least twice the Iargest height-dimension in ortler to be acoustically viable

as a noise control device(D~). The higher the enclosure, the greater the area required in

the counyard ta eliminate noises (16). Contemporary architeets tnay use the DIH ratio ta

obtain desirable sunlight and privacy, or eliminate noise. It is up ta the architect or designer

ta achieve the desired balance between the two requirements.

Different locations and cultmes require houses ofdifferent sizcs. Some houses tnay

be too large and more than one counyard tnay be required ta cape with the larger bouse

area. Other courtyaIds tnay re open ended at one or more sides whicb gives the effect ofa

partial enclosure. The desired size and proportion of the courtyard bave ta be considered in

relation to all ofthe above mentioned factors and have ta be weighed in relation ta other

factors ta be discussed below.

Outdoor Rooms

(fannhouse) counyards and the dimensions thereofshouId bedetermined by the
numJ:,erofcattIe and the 1IlU7Iberofyokes ofoxen. ÙIIJl will need 10 be kept herein •

Vitruvius 6.6.1 (17)

Whereas the numberofdomestic cattle would hatdly constitute a vital ctiterion for
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dimensioning a contemporaxyco~ the message rcmains clear evcn aftcr twO millcnia:

counyards should he dimcnsioncd to serve their pmposcs.

Counyards cao bc large cnough to cultivate food or quite tiny~ suitable only for

miniature omamcntal gardcns or light and air wells. Speculative mass·produced housing

has oftcn resultcd in counyards taking the form of underused backyards, light wells, or

simply unhealthyareas givcn over to garbage and decay (18). Care must be taken to avoid

these situations. for a typical counyard should aIso bc able to serve as an outdoor living

arca or as an extension ofindoor living aetivities. Its introvcrted nature should ensure social

privacy and permit a multitude ofuses (19).

AlI counyard activities are perl"ormed in complete privacy. without disturbing the

neighbours or being disturbed by outsiders. Sensitive designers may aetuaIly put the

courtyard and its funetions 10 full use thus aeating domestic outdoor spaces ofgreat

beauty. The counyard plan must be logically proportioncd. and may bave a squme.

rectangular. polygonal. circularor any other configuration.

VitruVius describes three atrium plans based on the counyard proportions oflcngth

I:- to width W (Fig. 2.8). The fust has a proportion of lcngth to width offivc to~

(LIW=513). the second has a proportion of three to IWO (L/W= 312). and the third.. an

attium in plan whosc width is used to describe a square figure. with the counyard being

assigncd a Icngth equal to the diagonalline ofthis square (LIW=J2/l) (20).

o
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Fig. 2.8

Thcse proportions give a pleasing feeling of bannony to the courtyard enclosure.

--:: ForRenaissance architects. howevcr. il was imperative ta have open spaces with Iength to
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width proportions not exceeding three to one (ljW=3/1). for spaces with larger proportions

would have the illusion ofÙle space "lealcing out" (21). The Renaissance proportions

conform te Vitruvius's standards. AIl Ùlese ratios.. if relevant. should he used in

conjuncrlon wiÙl the DIH ratios discussed previously.

To he fully livable. Ùle counyard should allow for an environment where Ùle needs

ofhuman comfort are met sufficiently through Ùle appropriate use of sun. shade.light.

wind. air x:,·',vement. and humidity. The role of Ùle counyard as a micro climatic moderator

is ofprime importance. and is discussed below.

Courtyards and Microclimate

We11 conceived counyards possess Ùleir own microc1imates. This is effective for

both diurnal and seasonal environmental variables. A counyard may he cool during Ùle day

when Ùle ambient temperature is high. and warIn at night when it is low. Solar heated air in

the counyard rises and causes air movement at noon. sucIàng cooler air down from ne:uby

shaded alleys or'wind caIchers., ÙlUS creating breezes during the most uncomfortable rime

of the day (Fig. 2.9). When a shaded court is used in conjunction with a sunny court.

where the shaded one is 10C!lted on a slightly lower level Ùlan the sunny courtyard. Ùle

heated air will rise. and cool air will f10w from Ùle shaded counyard into Ùle sunny one

passing through intermediate rooms., ÙlUS creating cross ventilation (Fig. 2.10).

'\ !
-0-
r/'

Fig. 2.9 Oimate control in IsIamic counyards Cafter Schoenauer)•
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Fig. 2.10 Cooling and ventilating effcet in double counyaId (afterE1-~:~).

When provided with greenery. water and shade, the counyard aets as a cooling weil

and modifies the micrtK1imate drastically (by lowering ground tempe:atureS and Iadiation

by evaporation). Deciduous trees in a counyaId provide shade in !'ummer yet let in the

winter sun. Temperature, humidity and light may be each modulated towards a desired

result by the form of the patio. by the sizes, types, and colours of the garden plants,

paving. and by the colour and treatment of wa1ls (22). Heat and glare can be reduced

through the provision of vegelll1 ground covers, trees, as weil as pools ofwater inside the

counyaId (Fig. 2.11).

Water and vegetation increase humidity levels through evaporation and also have

soothing psychologica1 effects, adding to a pleasant outdoor living area. Other humidifying

devices include trickling water pools and fountains. the trickling ofwater over grass

matting in windows, and the utiIization ofporous pottery. as found in ttaditional houses of

India and Egypt (23).

In windswept areas, counyards and their wa1ls prolect from winds and also give

protection from sand and snowstorms (Fig. 2.12). The counyaId n:cei.ves much less

blowing snow (or sand in desert areas) !han bouses with open ganiens, al1 due to the

densely packed natuIe of the houses as well as the high counyard walls.
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Fig. 211 Factors affecting the physiology of the counyard (adapted and modified (rom

Bagneid and other sources).
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Smùight

The counyard is a natural solar collector if it is designed and oriented to be so (Fig.

2.13). The South oriented counyard in the Northem hemisphete is necessary in cold

coumries such as Canada and desirable in other countries with tetnpo:rate climares

However, in hoL, desert regions it is absolute1y necessary to orient counyard

houses away from direct sunlight as much as possible. Solar penetration must be

considcred in conjunction with latitude, climate, and other priorities such as density and

function and must be planned accotdingly. Since the counyard house bas a walled garden.

sunlight may enter rooms ditectly or by reflection off the opposite counyard walls. This

chaIacteristic makes severa! of the planning concepts omnidirectional in many.CIimares The

som, diffused and penetrating quaIity ofreflected sunlight in a bouse, and the view from

inside onto the facing sunlit patio waIl, will often be preferred to shaded waIIs. except in

desert-like climates whete even the brightness ofthe reflected sunlight may cause a b1inding

g1aIe. In such instances. additional precautior.s have to be taken to diffuse the light

penetrating the household. It may be prefen-.d that seme parts ofa house look into a

shaded. vegetation-fi11ed patio with cool air, rather than the intensity of sunlight.

Considerable skill is required to solve these problems and much can be learned by studying

vemacular buildings and the solutions for solar control and the modulation oflight which

have evolved over lime. Solar control devices include louvers. shutters. wide overhangs.

arcades. ga1leries. and musharabiyyas (open arab screenwork windows).

Sunlight and the resulting microclimate can also be moderated and even controlled

through the provision ofsevera! types ofcounyard covers. Although most counyards are

open to the sky by definition. extIeme climatic conditions force them to be partly or total1y

covcred in arder to modcrate the microclimate. These covcrs control the amount ofsunlight

entcring the counyard. or, contrariwise, could aet as devices to tetain the heat and radiation

rcceived froID the sun. These covcrs could be fixed. mobile oroperable, permanent or

tempo131Y. For example, the Colloseum in ancient Rome was covcred by a sail-like cover

to provide seme comfott to the spectaton: from the seotehing Roman sun. Similarly, the

Roman peristyle rcceived additional shade in summer through the use ofred-dyed veils
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caIled courrinae (24). Simïlar lent covers are still in use in traditionallIaqi courtyards and

Spanish patios-where they are referrcd to as rendidbs. There is no reason why

contemporary architects cannot design completely operable. tent-like covers for courtyaIds

which would let breezes in. let hot air escape, and provide just the right amount ofdesired

sunlight. Ivy-clad treIlises can also provide shade, and solutions to hotter temperatures

inc1ude the complete e1imination of sunlight through the construction ofdomc-like

structures with clerestoty windows for ventilation and natur.l1lighting. or the complete

covering of the counyard with a sIab except for a sma11 opening in the roof (Fig. 2.14 a and

b). These solutions, radical as they may seem, reduce or eliminate the sun's access to the

courtyard and hence to the house and result in a hetter microclimatic control

Conversely. glazed, greenhouse-like courtyards with operable windows may he

used to capture and retain as much sunlight as possible in areas where it is desirable, and

may provide for a pleasant, heated and green counyard space in long. snowy winters.

c...,•••,.. &Oue~"'tMt.'P

wrnt A.~ c.su..,wc.. 0...-:"'....
GWAP'A...~'9 ,-,a'CA

""'~ ,,"("0,"'''&

Fig. 2.14 a (after Bagneid) and b (after Aymo).

The Secret Garden

Microclimatic features make the counyard an ideal place to cultivate plants that are

indigenous to a wanner climate (or a colder. more temperate climate in desert or equatorial

areas). Collltyard walls aet as backdrops for plant life, and offer protection from the wind

and excessive sunlight in desert climates, and provide additional reflected sunlight. Wa1ls
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also radiale heat mat is captured during wanner periods of me day, mus conttibuting to me

miaoclimatic factots affecting me counyard and its plantlife. The counyard enclosure helps

re'i3in more moisture in me counyard mus extending vegetal lifespans. The location of

plants, meir proteetion from cold draughts, as well as me amount of sun and shade tbey

receive must be carefully planned for different zones in a coUttyaId, for these may also

have different microclimates.

Snow, when retained in counyards in winter has me advantage ofbeing an excellent

insulator. Thus, a layer of several fect ofundisturbed loose snow on an exposed counyani

floor insulate the eanh below from any ground frost. This proteets t.'te dormant plant-life.

and offets a betteropportunity for carly spting propagation (25). The reflections off the

snow in the courtyard also aet as a secondary light source for the house.

A tiny, well-designed counyard gan:len can have the visual effect ofa much larger

gan:len, for young trees and new planting appear more in scale within an enclosed space

(26). The effectofvisual depth is also better achieved through the creation ofseverallayets

offoreground, middleground and background planting. In addition, a tiny counyani is

much casier to plant and maintain than a larger gan:len (27). Courtyard gardens offC! an

incentive towards gan:lening and landscaping, for the ownerofa courtyard gan:len will

appreciate the quick results obtained from the little time conseetated to the taSk, especia11y

as opposed to the high maintenance conventional suburban front lawn. A front lawn must

conform to the expected image at aIl times, whereas one can woric: on a courtyard garden

when and how one pleases. Besides, contetDpotary individuals do not possess substantial

amounts oftime to devote to the upkeep of larger gardens•.
The courtyard garden can he planted by a variety ofdifferent species of the owner's

choice, whereas the 'front lawn' and often 'back-yard' of a typical detached suburban

house bas to follow the planting norms established by othets. A partially paved court will

Ieduce both maintenance and matetial costs, as well as provide substantial economies in

iIIigative watet: The paved area will also serve outdoor activities.

The courtyard garden bas a well-defined limit. It does not extend visually into the

stteet or neighbour's yard. The lack ofwell-defined garden bordets often discourage

potential gardenets from COtDIIICncing the gardening task aI band (28). Itbecomes the
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responsibility of the inhabitants to maintain their counyard gardens. not an obligation to the

community. Ifone chooses to neglect the maintenance ofone's counyard garden, it will

only affect the household concemed and no one eIse.

Fig. 2.15

•

•

Sorne counyard walls may be pierced to extend the spatial and visuallimits. if

exterior conditions permit. The existence ofsurrounding open grounds. nature and

spectacu1ar or panoramic views contribute to the decision to provide courtyards with views.

Exterior walls may be equipped with retraetable doors or shutters (Fig. 2.15). Apart from

controlling vicws and privacy, these shutters may also be used for microclimatic control.

The pierced walls may also serve as Iandscape clements. fralI'.:ng selected choice views

while eliminating undesirable ones. Contemporary inhabitants.may eliminate as many as

IWO exterior courtyard walls while retaining a feeling ofpartial introvertedness. as total

seclusion may neither be a necessity nor a desire. This type ofpatio house is best observed

in Jorn Utzon's Kingo housing project in Denmark, where the focus of the house is the

coun-garden, yet large cuts in the exterior courtyard walls expose the courtyard to views of

the surrounding Iandscape (Fig. 2.16 a and b).

Effects on Working Individuals

People in the industrialized world often spend their workday in a synthetic

environment, where the air and c1irnate are artificially controlled. and their physical
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smroundings are based on "production efficiency". In the near future. perception may be

controlled by computer screens. artificial imagcry and vinual rcality. People have, and will

continue 10 have an urgent need for direct contact with nature. A stronger sense ofrcali:y

and solidarity with natme bas 10 be established. at least at bome, in order to counrerattaek

the effects of this artificial "teality". Exposure to plants and other forms oflife, as weIl as

c1imatic. diurnal and seasonal variations. must be both visual and pbysicaI. thus aeating a

sense of merging with nature.

Even a tiny private counyard-garden. open to the sky and the e1ements., fulfils the

occupant's need to be in contact with nature. It also confines the extents of hislher vision.

thus demarcating hislher tenitory and providing a frame to enjoy the ever-changing diurnal

and seasonal time. Thus. the escape from evcryday city chaos. the rea1i74ltion of

tenitoria1ity and the constant exposure 10 natme and solar time make the residential

counyard an ideal remedy for the contemporary "cybennedia" syndrome. The

contemplative natme of the counyard garden bas bealing effects whicb individuals in an

industrial society require.

•

Fig. 2.16 a. Section and b. views througb a typical counyard in the Kingo bousing estate.

Jorn Utzon. architect.

Oust Control

The counyard can be used to control dust entry inlO the bouse. Both enclosing

wal1s and the surface tIeatment of the counyard f100r restrict the ciIculation ofdust in the

.l:f'urt enclosure (29). That most counyard bouses have their fenestration opening onto the
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counyard is a big asset in dust control, especially in descrt areas. However, most

courtyards with paved surfaces accumulate a substantial amount ofdust and havc to bc

swcpt or washed down pcriodically. Accumulated sand from descrt sandstorms may havc

to bc rcmoved pcriodically as wcll. Plant material, such as ground cover and low bushes..

prcvents thc creation ofmidday wind turbulcnces in summer which can bring a significant

amount ofdust indoors.

Regionality and Charaeter

Last but not lcast ofall thc vinues of thc counyard is thc fact that it c:xprcsscs

individuality and chaI'actCt: Onc can casily discern a counyard's "nationality" or"cthnic

bclonging" from its design clements. A Chincsc counyard, for cxamplc, is invariably

oriented to thc south and is thc sctting ofeveryday family Iife. It is axially symmctrical, and

is smrounded by clcvated pavillions on four sides. Thc counyard's corners arc hollow,

occupied by eifangs, or 'car gan:lens' to providc visual dcpth•

Japancsc counyarcls, on thc other hand, arc mostly contemplative. They crcatc a

miniature universc within thcmsclvcs. Plants, water, rocks and other landscapc clements

rccreate an idcalistic landscapc and thc illusion ofa much larger scale. Tension is oftcn

crcated by thc total omission ofplants in gan:lcns ofcarcfully sclccted and placed rocks of

various configurations floating on scas of white sand or ralced pcbbles-perfcet spaces to

ponder at and contemplate.

Arab courtyards arc distinguished by thc ptCSCOcc of trickling fountains and lush

grccnery, xeprcscnting thc gan:len ofEden, and arc in stark contrast to thc cxtcrior descrt

environmcnt. They arc miCtOCOstns of an idyllic environmcnt, wherc water and grccnery

predominate. Oftcn, rich, complcx gcomctric aIabcsquc tilc patterns covcring thc cnclosing

walls and floor replace plants and still evokc a paradisaical gardcn.

CaIefiù studies ofmany other"ethnie" counyards woridwidc would rcvcal unique

and pcrsonable characteristics all thcir own, and would add to the richness ofworldwide

"counyard culture",

An:hiteets conccivc counyards with particular intentions. The rcsults arc counyards
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wiÛl individuality, distinctive characteristics and distinguisbed design elements, acting as

"signatures" for particu1ar archilCCtS. For instance, Le Corbusier's counyards are

diminutive forms carved out of solid rectangular bouse volumes (Fig. 2.17). They are

invariably clevated and linked to Ûle roof by rampS, making Ûle entire roof and coortyaId

ensemble an artificial sculpted COl1crete landscape. Mies Van der Robe lried to establish a

continuity between Ûle indOOtS and Ûle courtyard through u-ansparency. His outer bouse

wa11s opening on Ûle coon are completcly u-ansparenL The fioor plane, Ûle cantilevered

roofand solid lateta1 wa11s are continuous froID inside to OUL Counyard wa11s never

inœrsect-Ûley continue past each oÛler, creating Ûle illusion of spatial fiow and continuity

(Fig. 3.4). Alvar Aalto, on Ûle oÛler hand, uses Ûle functional spatial fonn of Ûle

courtyard, shaped as an outdoorroom or lecrore Ûleatre, to determine Ûle shape ofÛle rest

of Ûle bouse (Fig. 2.18).

1l0UU A.T POISSY
LE. c:ottf>U~IErt.

•
Fig. 2.17 (after Le Corbusier).

•

BoÛl Luis Barragan and Tadao Ando conceive minimalist counyards wiÛl few

design clements. BoÛl use sunlight as a major design clement. and boÛl end up wiÛl empty

looking, Sunealistic and 'de Chirico'-esque counyards. However, Ûleir counyards are

very different froID each OÛlet: Barragan lets Ûle warm, changing Mexican sunlight bring

out Ûle presence ofÛle tall, plastered, textured, and colored counyard wa11s. These aet as

backgrounds for lonely treeS, tall vases or a low fountain or watetfall, often set in rough

textured fioor tiles ofvolcanic rock. The quality oflight changes dramatically due to Ûle

rich variety of textures present and Ûle hal~like attnospbere created from Ief1ections off

different bold, warm colors.
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Fig. 2.18 Alvar Aalto's home and stUdio in Helsinki, 1955.

Ando's raw concrete courtyaIds are mostly devoid ofany visible objects. The

counyard is given life by the play of natur.:l1 sunlight on the surfaces creating sharp

contraSlS in light and crisp, complex shadow panerns, all changing continuously

throughout the day. Often, ground covers are planted on an inclined, 'for your eyes only'

counyard floor to increase planting area, provide visual illusion and obtain more sunlighL

His counyard aesthetics result in an expression possessing a perfectly executed, almost

'hard' look without the syntheticity and coldness associated with other immaculately

construeted projects. As can be seen, the methods to animate and give individuality to a

counyard are numerous and can be personalized.

This stUdy does not pretend to have covered all the pertinent influences affecting the

physical shape and size of the residential counyard. Special circumstances may cause the

counyard to possess particularcharacteristics or have special requirements whose analysis

is left to the discretion ofthe IeadCl:

The courtyard defines the domain of the house or private indoor space through its

own cleardefinition ofprivate outdoorspace. Although examined as a separate entity in
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this chaptc:r for rcasons of COIlvCllÎence. il forms pan of the teIritoIy ofthe whole house. Ils

'. influence on the house is as ÏIDIMl3nt as the influence of the bouse on the courtyard.

Several factors and componenlS influencing or forming pans of the courtyard will be

discussed within the context of the house in the following chaptc:r, for the counyard and the

house form an inseparable entity•

•

•
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Chapter Three

A House For AIl Seasons

The following section will analyse the physical componenlS of the courtyard house

and their variables. as wel1 as their socio-cultural and psychologicaI implications. The

newer courtyard housing schemes represent many impIOvemenlS and innovations over

traditional courtyard houses for they include contemporary facilities such as vehicuIar

parking spaces. uti1ities, and services, as well as a marriage between traditional and

contemporary planning trends. However. a thorough understanding of traditional housing

is imperative in establishing the properIOle of each and every typOlogy.

The Counyard House

Since rooms in a courtyard house are complete1y introverted, there is really no need

for the present setback requiremenlS from the property line facing the street. As for the

streetscape, it will have an enclosing. continuous exterior spatial character. rather than a

disorganised "artangement", 50 charaeteristic of detached housing. for the houses will be

nestled together and will fOIm a continuous street facade, providing a vivid sense of

urbanity.

The uti1ity rooms may be placed between the street and the living areas thus

reducing street related nuisances such as noise and odours. This also he1ps reduce the cost

of links to municipal services since the uti1ity rooms are nearer ta the street and that is

where most of the infrastructure OCCUIS (Fig. 3.1).

Ifthe courtyard house were free-standing. ilS exposed surface area would be equal

or more titan that of a simple reetangular house, and would therefore result in more heat
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loss in the winter and consequenùy. more heat gain in the summer. However. counyard

houses arc inevitably nesùed togeÙler with at least [wo exterior walls proteeted from the

elements. This. coupled with the faet that most of the fenestration overloo1cs the counyard

is thus proteeted from wind. results in Jess infiltration ofcold air and greater fuel economy.

The orientation of the counyard. and thus the house walls to the South. may also result in

considerable amounts ofpassive heat gain which also he1ps rcduce heat COsts in colder

countries.

Fig. 3.1

Cross Ventilation

Cross ventilation occurs naturally in the counyard house. for aIl major spaces and

rooms have direct openings onto the inner counyard. These rooms may have complete1y

opening surfaces which can be located as desired and kept open at an tilDes. for the patio is

private and not subject to public glances as with windows in a conventional dwelling.

Paniallack ofcross ventilation in the side wings ofcourtyard houses adjoining

neighbouring buildings may be resolved by the introduction ofappropriately located

rooftop skylight-windows which create air movement, somewhat reminiscent in function to

the wind towers in traditional Islamic Counyard Ho11SCSy sucking in colder ftcsh air or

releasing hot, stagnant air.

Home Improvement

Housing should respond appropriate1y ta the socio-cultural context and living
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patterns of inhabitants in a particular area. and future house extension and expansion has to

he considered in many cultures with growing family structures. The possibility of future

expansion also has to he considered in counyard housing. Individual houses have to offer

the possib'Jity ofmodification or extension according to the socia1 and economic evolution

of the user"fami1y" unit. ln theory. houses could grow horizontaIly. vertica1ly, or hoth.

acconIing to need. However. house extensions are casier with ground reIated housing

units. and they should he conceived in such a way as to permit progressive construction in

several stages. Extensions in courtyard housing occur by the addition or extension of

building wings (Fig. 3.2j. A courtyard house may initia1ly have on1y two wings. and with

time may have four wings fu1ly encompassing the courtyarti.

•
Fig. 3.2

•

Elements such as teIIaCCS, arcades. gaIleries and trellises may also serve as devices

extending the bouse. They form covered platforms opening onto counyards serving as a

transition between indoors and outdoors. or as extensions onto streelS and help regu1ate the

microclimate. Patios and porches serve as breathing spaces for nanow front bouses. They

provide shade. and create pressure differences thus conttibuting to ventilation. For houses

wbere extension onto the street may he desirable. these "devices" define territories, aet as

transitory spaces between indoors and outdoors. and may accommodate a wide range of

socia1 and work activities which require smaII. semi-public scttings and conttibute to the

variety and richncss of the streets.
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Aexibility and Adaptability to Different Lifestyles

The courtyard house retains the freedom of individual self-expœssion. as opposed

ta the suburban single family detaehed house where there are many cor.formities ta foDow,

such as washdays. maintaining and upkeeping of the front lawns. fences and hedges. ete.

It is aImost impoSSIble to go againSt local taStC and usage in a neighbourhood of single

family detaehed hou.>ing units. whereas the courtyard house reestablishes this freedom

complelely (1). One is free 10 do whatevcr one wishes in one's own cour.yard. without

annoying or visually disturbing the neighbours.

A more drastic factor affecting conventional conformities is the recent shift in

household structure. Family size and kind has been modified drastically and varies

significantly from household 10 household and from culture to culture. Single-parent

familles. persans living alonc. eldcrly couples. people of no relation ta one anothcr co

habitating, couples ofdiffcrent or same sex living togethcr, and the pcrsistenee ofyoung

people in theïrparent's home are becoming trends rather !hanexceptions (2). Altema:ive

lifest;;-les are becoming increasingly trendy in North America and Europe and the Nuc1ear

family seems ta be in a decline.

People are not living in the same fashion as they used ta a few decades ago. For

example. the dominant type ofhousehold in Oüna is fast becoming the single-child family_

The world is becoming a place with basic changes in family structure. These in tum imply

changes in households and thus housing types. They also infer diffcrent housing

typOlogies of different sizes and configurations for diffcrent locations and diffcrent

households. The single-family detaehed house.located in a subUIb and designed for the

universal nuclear family offather, mother and IWO or three children. is not the moCÜlS

operantJi any more. What is required is a diffcrent bouse typOlogy, with basic conceptUa1

diffcrences. In this thesis. an introVelted form of bousing is considered ta be more suitable

in coping with the needs of a changing society, for it provides maximum privacy from

inquisitive peers. sttangers. or neighbours. and allows freedom for new, alternative

lifestyles.
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A counyard house extcrior rarc:ly makes apparent the occupanfs lifestyle. status or

ethnie affiliation. Furthermore. its intcrior configuration is weil adapted to promote

different arrangements for alternative lifestyles. especially since the entIy and services

usually occupy a centra1location in the house. halfway berween the day and night wings.

This makes the house natur1llly 'zoned' for panitioning as desired. In addition, its complete

intt'OVer!Cdness does not allow for any offensive remarks or Quernes from neighbours.

TaUS, people with alternative lifestyles co-habitating t~ler and sharing a

counyard may behave frec:ly in any fashion they desire, without offending visitors or

upsetting their neighbours, for courtyard bouses possess aemendous visual and acoustie

separation. The separation among neighbours in counyard houses make it easier for people

ofdifferent age groups, social standing, or various ethnie rcligious groups to live side by

side (3). In mu1ti cultural communities and cities. people ofdifferent cultures, ethnicities.

traditions and lifestyles form a rieh mosaie whieh bas to be harmoniously blended, and

segregation berween existing neighbourhoods bas to be diminished. Courtyard housing

achieves that, integrating divergencies inherited by tradition or adapted by ehoice (4). ThUS,

one may claim counyard housing as a more "politically correct" typology. for it copes for

every possible group and is not destined for a panicular lifestyle.

Home Workspaces

There is a contemporary tendency in North America to promote the advantages of

home workplaces, smal1-scale domestie manufaeturing, home offices, etc•• For sueh

tcndencies. a counyard provides a natural and efficient buffer mne between two opposite

wings of the house. where one is ptivate and the other semi-pt:blic. A "U" plan counyard

house may prove to be the most suitable for zoning a home worIc-space, for separate wings

are provided for different zones: a wing may be allocated to night functions, another wing

to day functions, and the wing on the opposite side from the night functions and nearest to

the street as the "home workplace" or "home office" (Fig 33). House front shops, whieh

will be discussed in the next chapter, may aet as a buffer between the street and the house.
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Fig. 3.3

Action Radius

The counyard house is well adapted ta the particula! rleeds ofindividuals ofany

age. Whereas high-rise housing is iIl suited to the req\Ùl'el""..ents ofhouseholds with

chùdren, counyard housing is very well accomodating ta households with chùd:ren of

different ages. Each member of the family has his/ber own action radius, a radius of travel

distance &om an identifiable physica1 entity,located inside the house. The action radius

varies according to age group, estab1ishing environments ofdifferent extents for each

persan (5). The individual bas the cradle as the primaIy action radius, followed by the

playpen, the playroom, courtyaId-garden, play-lot, neighbourhood, and with adulthood,

the largest action radius. With old age, the action radius decn:ases until one is once more

confined ta the immediate proximity of the home (6).

A courtyaId serves as a safe play-space for toddIers under adult supervision from

the house. The common =tional outdoor spaces propagated by courtyaId housing

c1usters and neighbourhoods will serve as a play areas for oIder chùd:ren as well as casual

areas for adult social inter.lCtÏon. The concept ofaction radius is somehow related ta the

concept ofhierarchy ofrealms which will furtber be discussed in the next chapte&

::
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Affordability

Providing affordable housing is one of the greatest challenges ofcontemporary

times. From the spontaneous. selfdesigned a."ld construeted counyard houses in siums of

developing countries, to the architeet designed and developer construeted patio housing

schemes in western practice, this type of housing is a very economical rypology to adapL

The problem of the provision ofhouses for familles in all sectors of life exist in

bo<'.h developed western countries as well as developing countries. An alternative to buying

developer construeted houses may be the provision of self-help œchniques, as almost SO%

ofthe cost ofconstruction is the cost oflabour and profit and which may substantially be

saved. This is especially true for people who cannot boy a ready made house. The self help

process, along with proper organisation and motivation, may result in high quality

workmanship as well as initiative for owning a home. In addition, the possibility of

inaemental building whenever possible also becomes an advantageous prospect.

Home ownership is an imponant prerequisite for social stability. A house is a

genuine and stable asset and can be handed down from generation to generation, offering

security and refuge in difficult economic times and providing a base for stable family life. If

housing is self-owned, residents stay for prolonged periods of time, and as a result,

neighbourhoods automatically become self-policing, for most residents know one another.

vandalizing intruders would be easy ta locate and the social and physical environment can

be properly maintained.

-
Honey, 1Shrunk The House

Rybczynski and Friedman state that there aIe three factors which need to be

considered when designing an "affordable" home: Arca, Complexity and Qua1ity (1). A

n:duction in any of those factors will result in a cheaper house. They propose ta retain

quality while n:ducing area and complexity. Thus. by designing simplerand sma1ler

houses, substantial savings can be achieved in the initial cost.

PeterLand points out that as resources aIe limited, modest income houses must be

modest in size, but the quality of design, materials and equipment must be high (8). or
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these, design is the factor that can be comrolled easily by the architeCt 10 = a tIU1y

exceptional quality. be cIaims. From the above strategies. one can observe that bath authors

agree that the me of the bouse bas 10 be reduced in orcier to obtain substantial savings.

Reduction in the size of a bouse is one of the surest ways 10 reduce coSts. A small.

miniaturised and low cost bouse may be very attractive 10 live in. The tendency for the

future may be 10 live more efficiently and more qualitatively. whicb requires more compact

designs with higber workmansbip and superior utilities consuming less resources.
especially in western cultures.

Houses will inevitably be more compact in the future. However. it is necessa'y 10

have at least one space in the dwelling unit that is comparatively large, to avoid any feeling

ofcramping or claustropbobia. It is preferable 10 have the day areas (living/dining) more

generous in me than the others, for this is where most ofone's rime is spent when awake

and at home. These spaces should have a special relationship 10 the counyard for they

occupy a central raIe in the house and deserve to have generous access and views 10 the

c:ourtyaId. Reciprocally. the courtyard, when planned carefully. lends an impression of

spaciousness greater than reality 10 the interior space, for it gives a feeling ofcontinuity

between the interior and exterior. as evidenced in the carly experimental counyard house

schemes by Mies Van Der Rohe (Fig. 3.4).

Maximising the impression of me in a small house encompasses not only the

aspect of the interior spaces. but that of the exterior appearance as weIl The impression of

a Iarger interior me may be achieved through transparency, where a room opens up on [wo

courtyards, preferably on opposite ends of the room, as well as through the provision of

contrast, variety and depth. These characteristics should be designeli logically with the unit

and not be applied as forced visual devices. As for the exterior appearance, a house may

look more impressive if [wo or more houses are attaehed together, for a tiny house standing

alone in an empty 'citySCape' or landscape tends 10 look smaller than it really is. This also

reinforces the concept ofpacking or cIustering severa! courtyatd bouses IOgetheI:
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Fig. 3.4 Berlin Building Exposition Bouse. 1931. Plan and view through the counyard.

Mies Van Der Rohe. architeet.

Courtyard Housing as Minimum Cost Housing

Most contemporaty underprivileged societics in developing countries have access

10 ttaditional and tegional house design and construction knowledge and expertise which

could he applied to reduce their poveny. This expertise incIudes minimum cost income

generating techniques. This is an asse! considering !hat most minimum cost housing is

pcrlormed in stages, extended over a long period of time, with modifications introcluccd
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along the way. Regional techniques aIe mostly casier te perform !han imponed techniques,

aIe economical in terms of materials and energy. and aIe therefore accessible to most people

in a poverty stricken society. Local construction techniques aIe comprehended easiIy by the

people. This traditional building knowledge is oftcn passed on fIom generation te

generation and is adjusted te satisfy local contemporary needs along the way. It is

intrig&ing te observe that many underprivileged communities around the world design and

build courtyaId houses for themselves using their traditional know-how. as observed in

many squatter settlements. The process ofmaking the most of the plot and building

materials by adopting courtyaId house schemes come namrally and unconsciously.

Indigenous people create their own comfon by building shelters which respond to

the environment. "Primitive" people often build more wisely than trained architects, and

follow indigenous principles of design which planners ignore at great cost. However. one

must not idealise their accompIishments bIincUy. With respect te many contemporaIY

minimum standards of size, bygiene, bealth. amenity. safety and permanence, the aetual

forros and configurations of many of their buildings are quite deficient. However. the basic

principles and accomplishments of indigenous housing aIe ofvalue, and often, mi.rùmal

interVention by arcbitects, throl'gh the amelioration ofbygienic standards and the provision

of communal fresh water supplies and sanitar'J installations. may be the most efficient way

ofimproving conditions. Besides, a stnall sum of money may be aIl that is required to

drasticalIy improve the living conditions of a house located in a squatter settlement,

wbereas many award winning. "designer" housing projects remain misused or altegether

abandoned, with substantial sums of money gone te waste in their construction.

The Influence of Climate on Courtyard House Form

Although cIimatic factors aIe not by far the most imponllm in determining the

diversity ofbouse fol'lIlS. they are. bowever. of significant importance as modifying or

secondaIy form-generating fon:es, especially ifbumans wants te adapt their bouses te

cIimate and nature rather!han te dominate il. Thus, even though it may be argued that the

courtyaId house in one indigenous form or another is DOt the optimum shape for any
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specific climate. it is fair ta say that it can he ananged, adapted, reconfigured and

reorganised ta accommodate diffcrcnt climatic conditions, thus becoming suitable for tIIOSt

conditions. It being a typOlogy that never imposes itself, its scale and flexibility make it

ideal for adaptability ta almost any climatic zone.

Climatic Comfort

The climate influencing human comfon is a synthesis ofair temperature, humidity,

50lar radiation. light, air movement, and precipitation. To achieve comfort, these

components need to he balanced 50 that the body is neither losing nor gaining toC much

heat, is not losing too much humidity, nor is subject to other excessive variables such as

winds in places where it is undesirable. and inversely receives just the right amount

wherever it is. In climatic terms, a house needs to respond to heat, cold, ground and sky

radiation, wïnd, humidity, and other factors, and the Vatious parts of the building may he

considered as environmental control devices (9). Perhaps more than any other housing

typOlogy, courtyarri housing is the type where each component forming part ofthe house

forms an effective microclimatic control device. As a consequence. the entire house aets as

a comprehensive environmental control device. as manifested in its overall physical shape.

Each climatic zone would generate house forms appropriate for that partïcular region.

:'. The following pages include a brief survey of the Vatious forms courtyarri houses

would attain in different climaric zones around the world. The idea behind the investigation

is to provide the reader with Vatious options for diffcrcnt locations, for courtyarri housing

hardly constitutes an "International housing Style" but rather, a common idea adaptable ta a

multitude ofunlikely scenariOs.

For the purposes of this study, a system ofclimate classification bas te be adapted.

In 1936, W. Koppen developed a SYStem based on the use ofvegetation patterns around the

globe as indices for climatic zoning (10). A modified, simplified Koppen syStem based on

the original classification will be adapted here, consisting offour general climatic zones

instead ofthe original five:

1- Hot Humid (Tropical-Rainy)
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2- Dry Arid (Hot-Arid, Hot-Dry)

3- Warm and Cool Temperate (Warm Temperate and Cool-Snow-Forest)

4- Polar

Bach c1imatic zone is briefly anaIyzed below. The bcst possible counyard house

forms for each classification are suggested.

Hot, Humid Ojmate

The areas with hot humid climates are characterised with high humidity and

temperatures, IinIe daily or seasonal temperature variation, heavy rainfall, and intenSe solar

radiation. Maximum ventilation is required to help the body lose heat. Heavy constrUctions

with high capacity heat storage walIs are consideted to be a big disadvantage. The

requirements call for open buildings with maximum cross ventilation, and hence a long,

narrow geomeay and widely separated forms, with heat absorbing walIs reduced to a

minimum and shading provided at a max;mlllIl. House compounds in such zones may be

composed of huts c1usteted loosely around an empty space forming a counyard-like

enclave, encouraging cross ventilation (Fig. 3.5).

Fig. 3.5

•
Higher density requirements, coupled with open geometty IequiIements and

privacy, may theoretically be met by the provision ofcourtyards, but the main problem

IeIII3Ïns the reduction ofthe humidity content in the air through the creation ofair
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movement.

The creation ofshade over the entiIc structure (as well as the courtylll'd) is ofprime

impOItance. However. this shading device should allow for air to flow through. hence the

concept of the frees1anding pazasol roof. This should be wateIproof. sloping steeply te

shed torIentiaI rains. opaque te solar radiation, and ofminimum mass te avoid heat buiId

up and subsequent radiation. It shoul~ also avoid condensation problems. It should also

have deep roofovethangs. for these allow ventilation dming Iain.

FIoors may be raised, for better ventilation. expo= te breezes. flood protection,

and as a defence against large insect and animal populations (11). Humidity generating

devices. such as plants and water fountains are discouraged. tcSu1ting in barren c:ourtyll%ds

often decorated with rich geometric patterns. In MusIim Pakistan and North India. for

instance. visuaI privacy is socially important because of the attitudes tewards women. but

since ventilation is essentiaI to cope with humid heat. the deveIopment ofopen-work

screens (JaIi) bas taken place. These provide shade and privacy for women while allowing

effective aoss ventilation (12). In addition. the bumid tropics possess an unbearable

gIaring sky. Use ofpierced screen walls, of woven or other materiaIs. will block the sun

and gIare out. but let the wind in. as well as provide privacy.

Hammocks and swings provided in shaded comtyards may be used for outdoor

sleeping in such places as Columbia. for they belp the flow ofair from beIow. and. as one

swings. air flow past the body i .. aeated by linJe effOtt (13). The bammock bas a negligible

beat capacity. and feeIs perfectly at bome inside the courtyard (Fig. 3.6).

In Indian, as weIl as other Asian cities. courtyard bouses bave acquired a

longitudinal configuration emulating thin courtyard IOW bouses. in order to aeate a wind

corridor from the front enttance through the courtyard at the middle. te the back ofthe

house. The progression ofvoids and masses througbout the bouse belp in aeating

adequate pressme and temperature differences for ventilation and wind movement. Most

Courtyard bousing typologies are considered te be unsuitable for bot bumid cIimates by

some "expe1lS". yet persist in bot bumid areas such as India and Latin America where they

seem te cope weIl. As eIsewbere, theyprovide an acceptable solution te both soci~turaI

and cIimatic factors.
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Fig. 3.6 (adapted from Rapopon).

Fig. 3.7
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Dry Arid Climate

Hot, dry areas are characterised by very high daytime temperatUIeS and

uncomfonably low nighttime temperatures. The best way to cope wim this situation is to

delay heat entry into me dwelling enclave as long as possible 50 Ù1at it reaches inside al

night, when needed. The use of high heat capacity materials, such as adobe, pisé, mud

brick, stone, or combinations thereof, provide a "heat sink", mus absorbing heat during me

day and radiating it during me night. A compact geomeny would provide maxiJDlJID volume

with a minimum surface area exposed to me outside heat.
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Reciprocal nestling of houses with compact. cellular patterns, provides shading.

reduces the area exposed 10 the sun, and increases the collective mass of the whole building

group, thus increasing the lime lag. Wmdows may be reduced in number and size and

placed high up to reduce the entry of ground radiation. By painting the house white or a

Iight colour10 reflect a maximum ofradiant heat, and by minimising ventilation during the

hottesl rime ofthe day, a substantial amount of cornfon may be achieved. For instance,

Arab counyard houses located in dry, hot regions have their counyards (and consequently

major openings) facing Nonh to avoid solar exposure. a befitting solution 10 climatic

demands. In addition, outdoor counyard cooking in the summer, as practised by sorne

cultures, avoids indoor heat build-up. These indigenous practices aIso substantially reduce

cooling loads on air conditioners, as compared to "International style", glass cial!, exposed,

and ÙDproperly oriented housing.

People often sleep outdoors on rooftops, verandahs or counyards during cool

evenings in hot, dry areas, and sleep indoors when it is cold. They move around different

areas of the bouse with climatic variations, ,.hoosing to dwell in the space which possesses

the most comfortable micro-climate at a chosen time, be it the counyard, roof, room or

basement. It is recommended 10 provide high heat capacity walIs for daytime living areas,

and low beat capacities for IÙghttime zones. In the Punjab house, for instance, the walls are

thick, with few openings, in order to keep the sun out (14). The interiors are cool and dark

ail day. The roof or walIed counyard is used during the evelÙng on warm nights, and the

interior during cold ones. Outdoor sleeping is common. Many houses have {WO kitehens,

one indoors (for the winter) and one outdoors in the counyard for the SUITllIlCI: Summer

living takes place large1y outdoors in the counyard and the house is more of a storage space

rather than a dwelling. a1though it would be very comfonable to live in (15).

A traditional method utilised in increasing the dwelling's heat capacity is to use the

beat capacity of the earth mass, by building sunJcen courryard houses (Fig. 3.8 a and b).

Traditional examples include the Chinese cave dwellings in the Yellow river valley (16),

and the Troglodyte's dwellings in the Matmatas ofTUIÙS and the Ghadames in Libya-both

in the Sahara desert region (Fig. 2.4 a). These examples possess sunken counyards, in

which the surrounding rooms are carved out of the earth mass, and use it as insulation-an
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excellent solution for arcas with hot tempcrature extremcs. In thcsc arid arca courtyards,

rain is often caught and stercd in ci5tCrns locatcd under the courtyard floor for future use.

as weil as for the prevention of its cvaporation.

t

CWlN&e. _~U-~GoAVEI:>WEW-IMG
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Fig.3.8 Sunken counyard houses. a. Matmata dwelling (after Rapoport) and b. Qùncsc

plateau type cave dwelling plan (after Schocnauer).

Traditional Ycmcni tower houses, initially conceivcd in responsc te a 1ack of spacc

and a dcsire for ventilation, posscss eIevared CQunyards near the roof (Fig. 2.4 c). Cross

ventilation is encouragcd at the top ofthe courtyard wall by providing s1ots, inducing

suction through solar heating of the courtyard ail: E1cvatcd courtyards would usuaIIy bc

surrounded by day functions. while the Iowa levcIs arc usuaIIy used for services. A more

=texample ofan c1cvatcd courtyard is Le Corbusier's Vil1a Savoye at Poissy, France,

(1928-31) (Fig. 3.9 a. b, and c). It is important te mention that the creation ofan artificiaI

ground plane for the house through the c1cvatcd courtyard, holds tremendous potential for

non-ground rcIated. or high-risc, housing and rcquires furthcr study.
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Fig. 3.9 Le Corbusier's Villa Savoie. a. view througb the counyard (after Le Corbusier), b.

elevation and roof plan, and c. 3D view ofdwelling (after D.K.Ching).

Wann and Cool Temperare Climate

SUlIIdard Courryard houses are the most common typeS, with courtyards located

on the ground level, and adjoining rooms opening direct1y onto them. Though spatially

they fee! fullyenclosed, they are completely open to the sky. Regular counyard bouses are

the most suitable for tetnpetate zones, althougb they may not necessarily be confined 10
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these c1imatic zones.

Sorne adjustrnents may be rcquired 10 adapt this particular typOlogy to any particular

situation. The conditions neces.o;ary for comfon in cool remperate zones are.. although much

milder. quite similar in wintertime 10 those of..-olderclimates. Sïmilarly. warm rempuate

climates may posscss summerconditions reminiscent of dry. arid climates In both cases.

environmental control clements from otherclimatic zones may be modified and adapted 10

suit each and every particular case.

ColdIPolarGimate

Cold appears in different intensities. degrees and durations. The pdnciples for

keeping warm are 10 possess a hear source inside the house. and stop the hear flow to the

outside. Hear loss is avoided by minimum surface exposure 10 the outside (especially to the

North). and by proper insulation ofexterior walls and roof. The capnue ofas much solar

radiation as possible is desired. and dark colours are encouraged. This desiIe 1$ subject to

the need 10 shelter from the wind and to reduce the surface area exposed to the cold.

Compact grouping and subterranean or semi-subterranean dwellings are frequently

encountered (17). This also implies compact courtyard housing. with the openings on the

courtyard oriented towards maximum solar beat-gain. yet proteeted from cold winds (Fig.

3.10). It is also impottant to note here !bat Canada. with its long winters. possesses StIOng

winds.limited winter sunshine. heavy snowfalls and very low. nearly polar. temperatuIeS.

Any desirable effeci; such as the maximum capnue ofdirect or reflected sunshine off the

snow. bas a welcome effect (18). The elimination of wind. through the properorientation

ofcourtyllI'lis and their waIIs. bas the benefit ofproviding better conditions for the

imtT'eiliate exterior microclimate. thus prolonging the usability of the courtyard. The

microdimatic control of the immediate surroundings ofthe bouse bas also a positive effect

on the control ofits interior environment (Fig. 3.11).

It is absolute1y necessary to eliminate the windshie1d factor in polardimates around

dwelling compounds. This can be achieved by providing walIed counyards where most of

the exterioropenings OCCUI:
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Fig. 3.10 (adapted from Rapoport).
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Fig. 3.11

,.W"mdbreaks arc the simplest device for controlling the wind. These may be man

made. such as walls and earth berms, or natural formations such as bills, cliffs, c1usters of

trees, and depressions in the topography. Houses should be sited to avoid or minimise the

wind. They may also be countersunk into the ground ta escape the wind. Northem facades

may be substantially smaller with few significant openings in arder ta avoid excessive heat

loss from that side.

Sïnce solarradiation and light arc desirable in cold arcas, properly oricnied large
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openings could let in radiant solar heat but would also =aIe heat loss problems at night.

Triple glazed windows with an interior radiating film coating should he used to prevent beat

loss aI night, in addition to the protection provided by the counyard enclosure from winds

wlùch would aIso deaease the amount ofheat loss. Special shuttet'S may aIso he used to

sea1 the heat in aI night.

Factors wlùch greaùy reduce heat los:; in the winter may include natura! insu1ators

such as snow. Accumulated snow aets as an additional insulator on rooftops, and is very

beneficial since a tremendous amount of heat loss occurs through the roof.

Socio-cuItura1 and climatic factors shape the courtyaId house and its configuration.

However, the house cannot he seen in isolation from its semement, but must he vicwed as

part of a total social and spatia1 SYStem wlùch relates not only to the house and its way of

life, but to the whole semement, citySCape, and even landscape. Humans live in a whole

semement, of wlùch the house is only a part, and the way in wlùch the semement is used

affects the house form, as, for example, in areas where the meeting place is the bouse, in

contrast to others where the meeting place, such as a street or plaza, is part of the SCIÙement

(19). AlI this indicates that the house must he further stUdied in its entirety as an integral

part of the semement, and in its effects on the 1argerentity. Contemporary concerns,

however, include the possibilities of sustainability in future SCIÙements and communities.

and how they should he conceived in order to preserve dwindling resources. That is the

topic of the next chapter.
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Chapter Four

The Sustainable Courtyard

It is envisaged that world population will continue to increase at aemendous rates in

the forthcoming decades. This growth will be accornpanied by enormous housing

demands. Energy, resources and land will not be as easily accessible in the next centuty as

they were during the 19th and 20th centuries (1). While housing demands will increase,

available resources will diminish. These indicate the necessity to provide housing

typologies that use less land, materials. resources. and labour than the prevailing typologies

available on the market today.

The rapid expansion rate of both lowand high density urban growth is based on

the principles ofextraeting resources quickly, developing housing for quick profit, and has

no consideration whatsoever for limited resources or land. To cope with this situation, the

conceptS of"infinite econotnic growth", "pioneer town America" and "econotnic

monoculture" have to be altered, for our globe possesses finite resources and cannot satisfy

such opulent demands forever. At sorne point in the near future, a graduai transition bas to

occur from the wastefu1, industrial-machine age to a more resource conscious and frugal

period, ifcities and settlementS ate to thrive properly. What is needed is a system of

planning and management whete resources would be utilized in such a way that they do not

become exhaUSted, and would renew themselves constantly: enter the concept of

sustainability.

Sustainable deveiopmentS ate those meeting the needs of the present generation

without compromising the ability offuture generations to meet theirs (2). Sustainable

regioDS, cities. settlementS and communities ate those designed and built today in such a
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manner that they arc self supponing, self genetati!lg in =s of energy, do not exr.aust

resources and use them sparingly sa that they tenew and replenish themselves, and will

thus be available for future genetations. The sustainable ciry could be considered an

antithesis to the contemporaIy suburban ciry, for its concem is not the creation ofan

"ultimate" environment through the unregulated use ofavailable resources, but rather

represents an anempt to control these indefinitely in a finite wor1d.

This chapter studies how courryard housing and the streetseapes, neighborhoods

and cities it genetates would perform as sustainable deveIopments. The provided tapics arc

mere guidelines indicating various possibilities and benefits=1ting from the application

ofcourryard housing to different conditions.

Mettopolis

A ciry is a fonn in a space of a panicular geographic and ropographic setting,

possessing a particular climate., and existing in a tegiOD with particular cultural, political

and socioeconomic factors, at a given period in time and histOty. Physically, it is composed

of a collection of neighborhoods, buildings. roads, squares, ete. (3). A ciry must be

economically and ecologically sustainable in otder to he able to live and evolve with time; it

should he able to provide shelter, subsistence and social cohesion. Sustainabiliry on a ciry

scale bas to he considered as a comprehensive totaliry, Yel each and every constituent

element in itself bas to fonn a sustainable whole within possible limits. Many of the

qualities inducing sustainabiliry on the ciry scale applyequally weIl on the household and

neighborhood scales.

To achieve physical sustainabiliry, strict physical boundaries should he placed on

cities and growth beyond these limits prohibited. Consomption of such vital resources as

freshwater, air, rural and agriculturalland by growing cities. as weil as naturallandmarks,

landscapes. forests, ete. should be limited and controlled. Waste should he eliminated, and

a balance should he established between long-term consomption and sustainable

production.
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Lcw versus High Densties

The biggest dilemma conceming the provision of cilies with physicallimits in Nonh

America =ms to be the continuous demand for low density subUIban developmems.

These were ideal for the period following World War n when there were bigh incomes.

purchasing power, as well as a high rate of economic growth, supported by relatively

cheap and readily available sources of energy and raw materiaIs. These circumstances

facilitated the long term prospect of general economic security (4). Currenùy, incarne and

purchasing power are no longer what they used to be in the days ofcheap subUIban

expansion; recessionary rimes have bit bard on the consumer, and any savings in rime,

resources and~nses shoulù be considered a welcome gesture. for they encourage

sustainability.

IronicalIy, the best examples of sustainable developrnent are not fIom the 199O's,

but date back 10 pre-industrial rimes. Most pre-19th centut"y cilies demanded very lime of

the environment in terms of land, resources and energy. Their size was limited 10 walking

distance, as well as the abundance of nearby agriculturalland. Accessible UIban land and

cheap energy were not available. These cities were a model ofconsetValÏon, material

fruga1ity and sustainability. DenseIy packed housing, including courtyaId housing, were

natural choices for many traditional cilies. Even pre-subUIban Nonh American cilies were

compact and contiguoUS, as evidenced by denseIy packed row-housing still in use in older

seetors of sorne cilies.

A good example ofa tradilional bigh density "sustainable" city is medieval

Dubrovnik, and is best described by Norbert Schoenauer beIow (Fig.4.1). Although it is

Dot composed exc1usive1y ofcourtyaId housing, the lessons 10 be leamt remain relevant

and provide the reader with insight about dense cilies and their many assets.

Thefonress city ofDubrovniJc today covers about40 acres (16 heezares), an areil
equiva1enl ID thar ofa cJover/eofinIerseClion ofa typicalAmerican inrusta1e
highway. Wahin rhis areil live about5000persons in about2000 dwel1ing unirs.
This c011lJ7lU1lÏly is servedby 26 churches or chape/s, a synagogue, a mosque,
two monasreries and a coment, and a colIege. There are scores ofshops,
workshops, and rest01lTants, one iJufoor and rwo outdoor rheatres, afew
museums, apa1oce, a city hall, a cusroms house and a mint, a granary and an
active horbor. The physica1/ayout includes several SljlIQTes, a wùk mtJin street,
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and anerworlc ofpedesrritJn srreers and lanes. Ir is a ciry wirh 110 wasredspace.
where every 1IOo/e and corner isprecious and caredfor. GrandeUT andpomposity
are absent in rhis ciry, but human scaIe and sànple beauzy prt!Vail t!Verywhere (5).

Fig. 4.1 The fortIeSS city ofDubrovnik ovcrIapped by a U.S. interstate highway. (from

Schocnaucr).

From the above descriplion one can lcam how much could be inc1uded in a tiny plot

of land, which, by currcnt North American standards, would only be sufficient for a

dcsoIate fragment ofa highway intetSCCtion. Wasted spacc is apparent in most North

Amcrican cilies which are full ofcmpty. unused or undcrused U'aetS of land. A dense

cityscapc. with divetSC functions weaved throughout the urban fabric cootinuously and

with stteets and squares as the only public outdoorcmpty spaces. is considcrcd to provide

a far more enjoyable urban expcrience than a city with buildings sprinlded haphazardly on a

quarter-mile grid. As a mle ofthumb. compact cilies consume much 1css land and spacc

than spread out or"suburban" cilies. As a rcsult, mote land is prescrved outside the city
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limits for agricultUre or as nature. City IUnning COStS are reduced dramatically due to the

proximity offunctions. and house construction expenses are reduced due 10 economies in

energy.land. infrastructure and construction materials: factors affecting economy. jobs and

politics. Conversely. the less dense the community. the more land it will consume.

Suburban communities themselves. being ofvery low densities. consume and waste a lot

of land. and should he avoided altogetha:.

The Bouse Site

In housing developments, sustainability is achieved through such qualitics as

compaetness. reciuctions in the consumption ofland. energy and building materi~as weIl

as long-term socio-cultural stability. A housing typOlogy with tremendous potential for

sustainability is courtyard housing. The benefits of this typOlogy are often overlooked

because ofprejudice and established norms. One of the most obvious advantages of the

courtyard house with respect to sustainability is its minimal claim upon land (Fig. 4.2).

DDDe
Fig. 4.2 Detaehed suburban house plot versus counyard house plot (after Schoenauer).

Among the advantagcs ofcourtyard housing over the detaehed bungalow is the faet

that the former occupics one third to half the land of the latter for a housing unit ofsimilar

floor area (6). This is possible due 10 the complete elimination of the side yards and the

combination of the front and the back yards iota a single counyani. The resultofsmaller

bouse plots is shonerneighborhood distances. Consequently. compared ta a cou:nyard
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house, a suburban single family detaehed dwelling requiIes 2-3 limes more streets.

sidewalks. sewers. streetlights. services such as snow removal. maintenance. as weIl as

extra travelling distance. extra police patrols. and extra bus routes (7). The counyard house

is more efficient in land usage than aD oÙler individual house types and should be

considered as a prime choice for increasing densities. Courtyard housing developments are

Ùle only building forms Ùlat increase in density (Ùle telative increase ofwhich decreases

wiÙl Ùle higher number of fIoors) wiÙl increasing numbers of floors (8). Thus. housing

densities can be substantially in=ased by the provision of multi-stœey courtyard housing.

•

. .
-o-..

Fig. 4.3 Counyard housing hills.

•

In a dense urban setting. courtyard housing units may be staeked one over the

oÙler. vertically or diagonaIly. forming a housing hill and providing boÜl privacy and the

sensation of a ground related individual house wiùl a courtyard garden (Fig. 43). In such

instances. densities rival ÙlOse ofmid-rise housing and may even reach those ofhigher

densities. Care must be taken. however. to provide housing wiùl individuality and

charaeter. as many high density repetitive housing projects indulge Ùlemselves in Ùle

complex inaicacies ofcollective design. disregarding individuality and often resulting in

anonymity.

As an overall concept. settlements composed of courtyard housing result in more

compact cities. This. however. contribules to physical sustainability. whicb in itself is not

sufficient to achieve comprehensive susrainability and should be accompanied by socio

aùtural stability. an altemative yet vital form ofsustainability.

The laner is a very important factor (\n aIl possible levels ofhuman interaction.

ranging from the most public human domain on Ùle city scale to the tiniest private realm.
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The prevailing problem is how to give form to socio--cultural stability, a factor which is nOl

physical. This dilemma is best observed by Kevin Lynch who states the following:

Social in1eraction, cohi!rence. or inzegratic1l, change orsrabiIiry are cized keys ro
the value ofany sealemenr. Bur they are fearures ofthe social syr..em. and not of
the physical. spatial one (9). H~ IookforphysicaIfemures rhDt have sorne bearing
on these sociaIfeanues (10).

Although socio-cuItural stability cannot be expresseè. in true physical shape, sorne

typeS ofarrangements and urban forms would probably enhance it more than others.

because of their effeas on behaviour. According to Chermayeffand Alexander, the

domains for human interaction should be clearly aniculated in the urban context (11). A

proper method ofarticulating domains is through the application of the idea ofhierarchy

which is persistent in planning and seems 10 be a natura! way ofordering things (12).

Chermayeffand Alexander propose a hierarchy ofspaces and realms extending from the

Iargest aspect ofpublic urban life 10 the smallest of individual solitude. reflected in the

design ofa rational order ofphysical relationships based on human qualities. The

articulation ofdifferent domains in the city. through the creation ofphysical hierarchy of

spaces and reaIms. bas a direct bcaring on privacy levels for the individual (13).

•
Fig.4.4 a. IsIamic city. (from Lynch). b. and c. Cambodian and Chinese templ~ (from s.
Chennayeffand C. Alexander)•
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In traditional examp1es. me c1osed, intensely private or "inward" cines of the

mcdieval Islamic world. or nested Hindu or Oûnese cines. dealt best with the proposed

social hierarchies (Fig. 4.4). For such cities. the ruling metaphor was the container:

everything was walled and gateeL from the city itself, to wards. stteets. and quaners of me

city, inc1uding local residential clusters, the counyard bouse and its rooms (14).

Most contemporary cities are much toc large in scale and far 100 complex in

sttueture to be contemplated as an entity in orcier to achieve a vislole hierarchy. However,

mest cities can be divided into components over whicb the proposee! hierarchies could be

applied (15).

Physical Hierarchy

The setup of the physical components forming the settlement are made up of

e1ements ofdifferent~ and levels ofimponance.Th~ all the e1ements malàng up the

city follow a distinctive spatial order, a hierarchy ofsizes and privacy levels. This will

conttibute to the orderly deveIopment and integration of the settlement. as weIl as

community interaction (16). Infrastructural efficiency, and the promotion of the up-keep of

public faci1ities and services. will automatical1y follow from a weIl articulaœd settlement. as

will be seen later on.

•
Fig. 4.5 a. Cameroons farm compound from Chermayeffand C. Alexander and b.
Mcxican counyard city StI'UCtU1'C (from Rapopon).
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The counyard house. with ilS extreme flexibility and clear. well·aniculaIed public

and private zom:s.. provides the perfcet typOlogy to satisfy alllevels ofsocial and physical

hieraIChies required in ilS vicinity (Fig. 4.5). Townscapes generated through counyard

housing deal exnemely weil with the vital physical junction of the pdvare familial

resiclential realm and the l3rger public group environmenL This junction is the link between

the dwelling and the city (17). The easy linking of the dwelling and the city.. provided

through courtyard housing make it a typOlogy that could be adapted to any pan ofany

s:tuatïon. in any city, appropriate for dense downtowns as weil as less dense suburbs.

Neighbourhood

Large., anonymous city sectors should be divided into severa! identifiable

neighboUIhoods or weil defined clusters because these enhance community integration,

thus conm"buting to bener social., economic and political interaction (18). It is desirable 10

let each neighbourhood or cluster Stand out as an independent and distinct community in

itself, but ai the Satne time xemain weil connected and integrated with the rest ofthe city by

commercial, vehicular and pedestrian streets, linked public facilities., continuous spaces and

volumes.

A group ofcounyard houses may be organized around a local street, or could be

clustered around an exterior open space., thus defining a neighbourhood building block.

The outdoor open space would form a compact, semi-public common area for use by all

resiclents. A centtipetaI cluster arrangement would encourage the formation ofcommunities

through the enhancement ofsocial interaction. Weil integrated housing unilS within a cluster

would not only maintain the social unity of the residenlS but would help maintain the

physical environment as weil, ail due 10 the .,m. vailing active community spiriL

Oustered counyard housing can promote such socially and ecologicaIly conscious

living alternatives as Communal Housing or co-housing, where a micro-community would

emerge. The residents would have their own elected council, their own nursery and child

care program, private cultural and sports services., communal coolcing and dining facilities.,

ete. For the more communally inactive resident, the introverted courtyard house would
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Sina: bouses would be c1ustered around a common exte:rior semi-public space.. pan

ofthat spa.ce may be utilised as a service route during eenain hours. This prvvides access ta

the rear of the bouse or the back counyard and is very efficient for the provision of

infIastrueDJre,main~ services. delivery. ete.

.... .; ~.

. .. -.......

•

•

Fig. 4.6 (after Bbatt et.al.)

The ultimate number ofbousing units peI' clUSteI' depends on teehni~culn.nal or

personal preferences and the availability of space. The ruling gtÙdeline would be the

provision of a minimum number ofbousing units to give the impression ofcommunity.

preferably more man 4 or 5. The maximum housing units peI' clusteT should range froID 40

to SO. f('lr more units would resuIt in anonymity and a loss of community spirit.

Urban Sense

Creating city sense in an urban environment requires the enclosure, containment,

scaIing and shaping ofspace. City sense is created by the provision of streets and u:rbm

spaees which would serve as backdrops for human social interaetio~an elemen.t non

existent in most suburbs and high-rlse. high-density h(~JSing developments. The latter is

mostly due 10 me lack of street elevations or walls which create stteetseapes or exte:rior

spaees. It is in traditional citySCapes that one finds the most efficient backdrops for human

interaetion. as Chcrmayeffand Alexander 50 e10quently point out:
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Among the great visual p/easures ofan urban environmenIl1Te the well-designed
Wal/s. fences. andfaeades ofarrached houses. like those that make the stTeels.
squares. and terTaas in a historie city like Balogna (19).

It is argued that courtyard housing creates homogcncous urban landscapes, most of

them having similar scale., mass and similar building matcrials (20). Flexibility of inlcrior

planning layouts and hierarchies ofprivacy leveIs.. do not affect the consistent generated

streetseapes. The prcvailing fcar. however. is the creation of street elevation monolony

gcnerated through repetition.

This can he avoided by promoting variety in the facade through the provision of

individnalizc:tl entries. gaIlcries and projections. metal grillwork and gales. windows of

different shapes and sizes. occasional openings in the courtyard waUs. as well as rich plant

life., whether on the street side or apparent from hehind the courtyard walIs.. Mixed land use

planning. such as the introduction of plazas. small neighbourhood cafés. gardcns. recessed

activity niches. inlegrated offices. street front shops and commercial facilities will also

provide variety and dispcl street monolony. The prevailing public exterior urban spaces will

serve as st3gesets for human interaction. facc-to-face contact and the growth of human

cultllIe. On the contrary. courtyaId housing can provide a city with streets fit for

pedestrians which would aetually bust1e with people. It would he more congcniaI and

varled than most streets propagated by detached or high cise housing.

In order to retain the human scale of these courtyard neighborhoods. pedestrians

should he given priority over vehicles which should preferably he stored out of sight. The

compact urbanscapes generated through dense courtyard housing would aetually result in

reductions in wallàng and cycling distances. thus making them more cnjoyable. Wallàng

and cycling would promote a healthy way of life and would make automobiles unnecessary

and save fuel.

Garden City

Courtyard housing is primarily an urban residential typology. This does not mean

that it cannot he conceived as pmofa distinet1y low-profile., residential garden

neighborl100d. Contact with nature of'tcn leads the list ofdesired features in a place (21)•
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There is a confusion about what this "nature" is and may be interpreted differently by

different cultures. In a city. the value of a garden does not reside in the thing itse1f. but

rather on our intelptetation and perception ofit (22).

While counyard housing would provide private coun-gardens within houses.

public gardens may be woven into the urban fabric and would provide open space for daily

contaCt al the neighborhood scaIe, contIibuting to the hierarchy of:realms. A residential

district carefully p1anned and landscaped may become one extensive urban garden pleasing

to bath t.'le eyes and senses.

Thus, subUIbs may be spared the agonizing monotony of look-alike landscapes if

its streets and gardens are defined by the carved, leftover spaces between counyard houses.

with the entirc ensemble ofpublic areas visually forming a spatial continuum.

Thase housing units which are in close contact with the ground environment have

an immediate concern for maintaining the small public gardens and the smrounding outdoor

environment which are an integral part of their community. Thus, ground reIatedness

becomes an impol'W1t asset in maintaining open public grounds and community self

policing.

Housing Diversity

Sustainability entails different answetS in different cities, as well as diverse

solutions in different t)arlS of th·: same city. A diverse city must projeet different images in

the way it is pUt togethc: DivetSity ofcities and neighbourhoods also imply diversi")' in

housing typologies. Each ICgion deve10ps unique housing and building forms, based on

rcgional characteristics. Counyard housing is suggested as one ofthe housing typologies

." crcating diversity in a polycultural city. It is a mistake to plan entirc settlements composed

ofo;;!y one type of housing. for sevo:ù types should be.mixed in arder to avoid monotony

and provide for different needs. The ability ofcounyard housing~ integrate with existing
" ,

and unlike1y conditions ma!:e it a prime choice for adaptability in diverse envn.-·-menlS.
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Orientation

Settlements should be planned in bannony with the natural clements: sun.

prevailing wind and land form. Neighborhoods and urban spaces must be carefully

oriented 10 obtain the desired amount of sun or shadow in different seasons. Ref1ected

sunlight from neighbo~.ng buildings must also be considered for it contributes 10 the well

being ofurban spaces in wintel:

Entire 10wns may be shielded away from undesirable winds by the provision of

peripheral "windscreen wall" buildings. yet in the meanlime be properly oriented 10 obtain

maXÙDI11D sunshine. This may help regulate the microclimate ofcities in polar aIeaS. as

demonstra!ed by aIChiteet Ralph Erskine. and is ofprime importance for Canada.

Conversciy. environments in cities and streets located in hot areas are improved by the

provision oÏvery narrow circulation alleys squeezed between houses which provide shade

and folCC hot air to rise and create breezes and winds. Thus. proper exterior urban space

orientation and design promotes environmental control as weil as economies in the use of

urban land and space. welcome factors in sustainable developments.

Energy

Energy conservation occurs both in the individual house and Cln.~er. or micro scale.

and on the macro, or urban, scale. This includes fuel for heating. lighting. transpott, as

weIl as lime and human energy. It is estimated that direct and indirect energy consumption

may be as much as 2()()()% mol:' for:t submban detached household than a dense urban

household (23). The objective is to minimize the consumption ofenergy for these uses and

10 maximise the efficiency of their utilization by planning and designing against loss. This

affects the size and~ ofhouses and neighborhoods and also requires an appropriate

levcl of technical knowledge in building science. insulation technology as well as skiIled

labour (24).

Thete can haId1y be such a thing as 100% energy efficient housing. Somc housing

typologies are more energy efficient !han otbers by nature. Thus, c1ose1y nestled housing

typologies, such as courtyaId orrow housing, arc more energy efficient !han detached
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housing, for the sole faet !hat the addiôona! exposed smfaces of the latter zequire much

more energy to heat in the winter!han the others (25).

Whereas =sures may be taken to reduce energy needs and uôlise altemaôve

energy sources. convenôonal energy will always be zequired, albeit to a lesser degree.

Howeve, this energy may i~.If be also supplied by more fuel and energy efficient

systemS. A detailed enwnCt'aÔon ofvarious energy efficiency and regeneraôon measures

wlùch could be perônent to courtyatd housing are explained in appendix B.

Downtown

The contending vicwpoint is that contemporat"J city regions are, and should be

mulônucleate (26). Whereas the city centre or downtown should be maintained as a

dominant and symbolic center, thete should also be a nwnber ofessenôally cquivaIent

subcentres, oflesser size, each serving a pomon of the community. This gives the whole

city structure a sense of"conceptuallùerarchy" and is helpful in identifying different

tegions possessing different charaeterisôcs.

Unfonunately, most contemporary urban cores suffer eiiher from excessive

congesôon or chronic decongesôon, or both, at different ômes of the day. The move ofthe

inhabitants of NOM American ciôes to the suburbs bas left many downtowns devoid of

any life, their economies, buildings and streets dilapidated. In orcier to re-obtain a healthy

city, old city cores must be rehabilitated not only thtOugh the provision of sustainable

businesses but also thtOugh the rc-introclucôon ofdwellings mixed in with the commercial

establishments. Downtowns should be rendered vaIid to serve the needs of today and

tomorr,.. without compromising their original qualiôes, such as divetSÏty, compactness,

humaneness, sense of scale, ete..

A conônuity bas to be established between the past a:ld the future. Catcring for the

future by neglecông the past will R:Su1t in a negaôon ofhistory and culture and as a

conscquense will end up with a syntheôc urban environment possessïng no memories and

an unstab1e, socio-culturally and economica1ly llnsllstainable background. This conônuity

can he achieved thtOugh an integrating ptoc:ess whereby R:1evant buildings and urban
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clements of the past are fused with the needs of the present and the future. The core of the

city has lO be maintained as a cohesive, continuous whole with no empty lots al al1 times.

for these create discontinuity. Newer structUreS must occupy these empty lots. blending in

harmoniously t.::> create continuity.

For instance, downtown Montreal presently (l994) is full of empty lots which do

much hatm by de-urbanizing the city. Courtyatd housing may be used as infill for empty

lots in di1apidated contempOraty downtowns. Law or medium-rise courtyatd housing used

as infill and located next to high rise, high density office towers or other commercial

facilities create diversity. add a human tooch to the impersonal chatacterof these facilities.

and regulate the sudden change in density between built and unbui1t loIS. lngenious

planning may aetually result in intimate, village like neighborbood characteristics with

feelings ofcommunity among the inhabitants. al1 integrated with small businesses and tiny

public gardens (27).

Contemporaty Courtyatd Housing is a suitable alternative for rebuilding

contemporary downlOwnS, for il can be very easily lcnitted into the existing urban fabric as

infill, harmonising with the existing businesses and housing stock. Its inlIOver!ed character

gives it the advantage of being able lO be located on busy, noisy commercial streets.

unaffected by the inconveniences of the city core, providing the city dweller with a

congeniaI living environment shcltered from everyday city chaos. ln addition, residential

zones created in and around downlOwn areas are a great asset for they reduce c:oaunuting

distances and solve the problem ofisolated dOwnlOwns after worlcing hoUIS. They aIso

create a hierarcby ofprivacy levels and buildings sizes.

Sorne builchng codes shou1d, however, be amended in order to maIce way for the

new densities and nesling patterns propagated by courtyatd housing if this typology is ever

lO be used efficiently in dense downlOwn areas (28).

A Streetear Named Distance

Commuting distances to the work or market-place are typically too great and 50

consnme a lot of tilDe and energy. Extensive daily travel constnnes vital resources which
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could altemately be fruitfully invested in worlc, leisme or in the home for the enricbmcnt of

family. 0 «III ""nity or c:uIturaI life. SeveraI years in the lifespan of the avcage North

Amcrican me sacrificed ID commuting (29). Reducing daily commuting distances on an

mban scale reduces commuting time. fuel expenses. and induces savings on the

consttuetion and maÏ1ltenance ofnansportation netwmXs. This is well iIIustrated by

WWpaIing 3 tr.lditionaI l'sIamic city ID.3 COIltempOlaty North Amcrican city. The TsIamic

city posscssca aIl rcquited fir.actions in a compact area. with no need for wmmuting and

witb limittoA mobiIity (Fig. 4.7. a and b).

Fig. 4.7 a. MosIem counyard city StrUCtUIe where access is Iimited ID market. suq.

mosque. and lodging. and mobility is Iimited. b. North American city where almost

everything is accessible and tbere is maximum possible mobility (from Rapoport).

Shopping

Proximity of home and work imply the necessity of the provision ofworlcspaces

and shopping faciIities tightly knit inlO the urban fabric. togetber witb housing (Fig. 4.8.).

Shopping market streets me usually composed ofmany smalI and diverse ICllIiI or sirm1ar

commercial activities. and may be brought IDgetber under one roof ID simnlate a smalI.

covced pedestr'.an street ororiental souk. There is no IC3SOn why one cannet design smalI

scale sheItered and climate COIlttoIIed pedestrian streets with very Iimired vehicuIar aceess,
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with shop~ restamants a!1d businesses flanking iL These may have housing above and at

the bac~ as is common to so many cities in Europe and the Mediterranean basin.
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Fig.4.8 (from Bhan eLal,)

The isolated and "synthetïc'" feeling ofa shopping maIl which bas replaced the

traditional shopping~ is in itSdfrevc:rting back to look more and more like its

predecessor, and may someday be replaccd by mixed shopping, housing and offices

weaved within existing streets, thus becoming completely inconspicuous (Fig. 4.9). Tnen::

is an unconscious revc:rsion 10 mixed use planning. propagated by a need 10 crcate

"variety.... Then:: is no doubt that the introvened courtyard house is the most idcal typOlogy

for tlûs type ofmixed setting, for it reduces street and othcr noises dramatically and aeates

another isolated world within its own realm. Residents of the same and nearby

neighbourhoods will shop in these markets, thus saving rime, energy for longer automobile

trips and eliminating the need for par:ing spaces. Additional parldng areas for residents and

visitors may be integrated discreetly within the exiSling urban fabric, cimer dispersed in

small groups among open spaces or hidden underground. Huge. open parking lots. as

obscrved around Nonh American shopping maIls that are ooly used during shopping

ho~ should be eradieated.

The traditional Msh~house", with business on the street side and a counyard

house bebind, may be a properexample ofmixcd housing and business. Its configuration

can be simiJar ta the home workspace described in chaptcr three. The use of the bouse front

as a shop would have its services exposed to street traffic, a beneficial aspect for most

busincsscs.
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Fig 4.9.

&th small and large businesses should be included in a given area in order to create

variety. Larger scale mercantile activities and businesses should be located along main

commercial streets ormajor road netWOIks. while smallerones may be mixed in with the

larger ones or be placed along minor streets. Additional spaces shouId be provided to set up

other income-generating aetivities such as small workshops, in ordcr to aeate dîversity.

The organization and scale of businesses and shops within the settlement shouid closely

follow the sca1e and hierarchy of the street within the overall circulation network. in arder

10 produce a congenialliving and working t:.1Vironment.

Wc have observee! that welI conceivee! counyard housing requires 1ess land, encrgy.

andresources titan omer housing typOlogies. As a resul~ costs are dramatica11y 1ess man

those ofother housing typOlogies of the same size possessing sjmilarcharactcristics.

We have also observee! how this type ofhousing would create a SUStainable

community. and how a city bas to be conceived as a whole in arder ta he sustainable. The

concept ofSUStainability is thus naturally compatible with counyard housing. The
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contemporaIy eounyard house. however. cornes in different shapes. sizcs and

configmarions. A study of the different options available "';11 be the topie of the next

chaptel:

87
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Cbapter Five

Alphabet Soup

The recuning question remaining for this ehapter is. how many poss101e shapes cao

the CODtemporaIy versions of mis introverted house type attain ? How valid and useful are

mey as housing for today and tomotrOw?

The following pages deal wim me physical shapes, the designs and configurations

ofvarious contempatary counyard housing schemes and meir nestling patterns. The

emphasis hcre is more on indiv:idual houses that cao be clustered. nestled or temeed

togemer to fonn "housing" as a collectivity, ramer man on isolated or detaehed houses. The

following pages are me outcome ofa morough survey ofpublished cor.temparaI)'

counyard housing projects, mosùy spanning me period between 1960 and 1994. The

mentioned examples were abstraeted into typOlogies Ùlrough analysis as well as through me

production ofdrawings and descriptions.

This typOlogical classification is based on plan configurations. There is no

chronological ordc: The logie of me interior zoning principles ofeach and every typOlogy

is provided. Individual house plan drawings are often accompanied by meir sections and

site plans, whcre necessary. Alternative nestling, elustering and t=cing configurations are

also cxplored. The abstract representarlve nature ofme typOlogies give designers the

oppommity to adapt. reinterpret and funher deve10p any design as deemed necessary.

Severa! factors affecting counyard house forms have already been observed. Apart

from me ones already discussed, house configurations may vary, due to horizontal and

vertical deviations, as diaated by me existing topography and me shape of the site (1) (Fig.

5.1).
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Fig. 5.1 a, b, (aftcr Schoenauer) and c, d, (after Rapoport).

The various interior amIIlgements ofcounyard bouses are the result of the

separation ofdomains in general, and are used in cultures which are both aowded and

hierarchic (2). Adult privacy requirements necessitate the possibility to be able to 'get

away', while the adult presence in the familiar tetritory of the fami1y or clan group remains

compulsoty. The separation ofdomains achieves that. In cultures with no overall hierarchy,

titis type ofdeve\opment does DOt take place. Forconternporary western users, separation

is achieved titrough the provision ofdifferent leve\s of privacy, thus creating exceecIingly
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private interior domains within a dwelling enclave. Creating an intimaIe parental domain.

secluded from maI of me children's, wimin me house is extremely important (Fig. 5.2 a).

Anomer zoning memod is me creation of different= where spaces can be

grouped aceording to meir use aI different rimes ofme day. Thus. the interior zoning of me

day-rime fonctions. (living-eating-eooking) and the night functions. (sleeping) is

considered te be an efficient fonn giver for me house plan (Fig. 5.2 b). This leads to

having one o~ more zoned wings wrapped around the courtyard. The more wings in me

plan. the more segregated are me various fonctions. Since ooly one facet of a function is

adjacent to me next in most counyard house schernes. zoning occurs naturally.

Fig. 5.2 a, and b.

Most contemporary counyard houses possess a single courtyard. The major

disadvantage ofzoning me house interiors around a single counyards is that the private

outdoor space is not differentiated: ail= requiring different leveIs ofprivacy open up

onte me same counyard, creating a major inconvenience. This indieates that the counyard

is more of a family reaIm man a private adult domain, resulting in conflicts between adults

and children. and preventing bom demains from acquiring sufficient visual and acoustic

privacy. Almough it is preferable for adults to obtain a view oftheir children's domain, the

same cannot be said about the children being in close visuaI and acoustic contact with their
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parcnfs realm. With reception areas overlooking the saIne counyard as the bedroo~ this

problem is agravated. These inconveniences could be remedied through the provision of

multiple counyards. by the construction of speci31 barriers within the counyard. or by

locating openings above eye leveL The children~s domain could have a direct aceess 10 the

outdoor play spaces so as not to disturb adults. On the other han~ IWO or more functions

with contradietoty privacy requiretnentS overlapping within the same courtyaro provide an

activity realm, a meeting place for different household members who~ by their very

presen~enIiven it (3).

Oear zoning must not be limited to the interiorof the house realm but must include

the link between the house 10 the street. According to Chennayeff and Alexander~

separation between the stree~or public outdoors, and private indoors should œ clearly

indicated physically, through the aeation of"locks" (4). These are similar in concept to the

acoustic Iodes in broadcasting studios and the anticontamination separations from sterile

areas in bospitals (5). The traditional bent foyer or spiritwaIl enay as disc-..lSSed in chapter

one is actUa1ly a "Iock." providing an adcquate buffcr zone against visual, acoustic, climatic

and other forms ofinausions. and may be adapted to con:emporary courtyard housing.

This can aet as a transition space between the exterior public areas and the private domain.

the dwelling (Fig. 5.3). In addition, it cao serve as a climatic loc~ an area ofprime

importance for bouses located in very ho~ desert areas or those with very cold climates.

sucb as Canada. The lock. is the area tbal cao also serve as a wardrobe forexternal clothing,

shoes and equipment.

Fig. 5.3 (0 U 'T)
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Having determined the broader aspectS of zoning in counyard houses and their

constituent ingredients. it is time to review the different typOlogies and their zoning

possibilities as weil as their idiosyncrasies and suitabilities for differcnt contexts.

The examples presented below are suitable for adaptation by most cultures with

"Westernized"lifestyles.. but can be easily modified to satisfy almost any contempoIaIy

culture. Some ccltures which previously haù counyard housing as an indigenous

vemacular form have already adapted its contemporaIy reinterpretation as a direct successor

of the original typOlogy oftheir anCestOtS (6). These cultures include countries around the

MeditemlIlean basin, Latin andCentral American countries.. and East and South Asian

countries. However, an increasing number ofcountries with little or no counyard housing

tradition have molded variations of counyard houses to suit their needs. These comprise

Scandinavian as weil as other North European countries. The U.S. and especia11y Canada

have been very reluetant to experiment wit.lt counyard housing, yet, as will be seen by the

variety oftypOlogies available, many ofits typOlogies can be extremely suitable for the

divetSe North American housing market.

The "r' Plan Courtyard House (l)

The row house is a narrowly shapcd housing typOlogy with a nesting pattern in

which the houses are fully attached in rows. It was originally developcd due to density and

site constraints. and is usually two or three stories high, with living-dining facilities on the

ground floor and bedrooms above (Fig. 5.3 a). Additional bedrooms can possibly be

accommodated on a thiId floor, if the necd arises. Interior zoning may also be achïevcd by

placing the day functions on the top floor in order to take advantage ofpossibly higher

ceilings and skylights (Fig. 5.3 cl. Another zoning strategy is to segrcgate the adult night

time functions by putting them on the ground floor and locating other night-time functions

on the top floor, with day-time fui1CtÏons located in between (Fig. 5.3 b, dl.

The row house poses seme inconveniences in their relation te the ground,

especially ifit is adjacent to public or semi-public spaœs. The open front yards can't be

used as outdoor living spaces, for they have neither a physical nor a psychological baIIÏeI:
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Some architects have resolved this problem by enclosing me front yard by a lt'gher than

eye-Ievel wall, wherever permitted. converting me yard into a front entrance counyard or

coun-patio-garden, mus partially irnitating a counyard house (Fig. 5.4). This coun-patio

identi..'ies me private domain. provides enclosure, visual, acoustic, and psychological

separation. and provides me home wim an outdoor living space-a Jower man eye-Ievel

fence indicates a transition into a semi-private reaIm. not a fully private patio emulating a

counyard.

•
Fig. 5.3 a. b, c, and d•

• Fig. 5.4
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SITE: PLAN

Fig. S5 SiedIung Halen Housing Estate, near Berne, Switzerland. Atelier 5 archi~

1961.
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Fig. 5.6 Competition scheme where row courtyard houses arc staeked back-to-back, yet

possessing consistent exposure. James Tiee. architect 1979•

'/
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Rear yards can also be fully walled in. crcating private patios at the bad:. A row-

patio house may be thus formed. having both front and rear coon-patios. For rooms

located i'l the IIÙddle of the house. which do not receive su.l'ficient air or sun. one or more

~tral coon-patios may be provided if èeemed necess:uy. Though this is not a genuine

counyard house ill the strietest sense but rather a naIrow front house with a counyard

p.ttio. it may yet be useful as a replacement typOlogy for .ow housing.

An. exa.-nple utili:àng the ~r r!aro is the 1961 Siedlung Halen housing estate near

Berne, Switzerland. by Atelier 5 =hitects (8). This projeet is clearly influnced by Le

Corbusier's ~Roqn at Cap Mani., scheme, and splits the night-time fonctions on the top and

bottom levels of the r..ouse, crcating a buffer by locating the diurnal fonctions and access in

the IIÙddle leveL The counyarcl is located at the bo:tom leveL The houses look perfectly

integrated wiü; the sloping site forming terraces (Fig. 5.5).

The advantages and disadvantages of this typOlogy are mostIy similar to those of

the row bouse. Among the advantages one can include the faet that it is ground related, bas

a street address, and the adaptability of a person moving in from a rural or suburban

dwelling to this housing typOlogy is much e;.sier!han to an apanment bouse (9). This

typOlogy is very land use efficient, for it uses only 113rd of the land required for a single

family detached housing unit ofsimilar floor area (l0). It can give the illusion of both

extrovertedness and introvertedness simultaneously if the front yard is open and yet

possesses an interior patio or enclosed rear coon-patio. It clearly defines the hierarchy of

indoor and outdoor spaces, and coUectively forms a continuous street facade. It is

econotnical tO constrUCt, for it saves on strIICtUl'al end walIs.. is energy efficient and

provides good cross ventilation. A major disadvantage is the difficulty that vehicular

parlcing cteates for houses possessing narrow fronts. Ifparlcing space is incorporated with

the basement ofa house, a considerable amoUnt of the front~n is !ost to the driveway.

As a consequence, parking may be provided in clusters away from the bouses, cither

outdoors or in underground garages.

The provision ofopenings on only the IWO bouse extretnities is another dist,;ivantage.

Centrally located court-patios carved out of the bouse volume on the upper level provide

additional flexibility in orientation.
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Individual ourward expression is limited because of the limited facade area.

Being anached to ilS neighbors fonns a greater ftt'C hazard and accoustic nuisance. As a

consequence, yarty walls have to he fue-proofed and acoustically treated. thus incteasing

costs.

The provision of housing for mixed income: groups is more difficult with this typOlogy and

may result in social problems such as the creation ofghenos.

Access lO the rear comtyard-patio for repaizs is limited and vinually inpossible for vehicles:

narrow service lanes at the back may he necessary.

•
-

Fig. 5.7 Nestling configurations.

•

The LinearPatio House (II)

The linear patio house is remotely related to the row house. but is spread out on a

single storey in mast cases. and gencral1y occupies most of the plot; rooms are ananged

consecutively in a linear fashion. Additional functions and bedrooms are accommodated

successively aided by the introduction ofinner courtyards which increase the amount of

exposed building surfaces lO the outside and hence the possible number ofrooms.

The zoning and arranging ofspaces is usually done hierarchically from the least to

the mast private, starting from the enuy. Bedrooms usually end up at the opposite end of
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the bous;: from the entrance (Fig. 5.8 a).

Zoning options include locating the adult bedroom and associated functions. ncar

the entrance to control access.lïving and common functions in the middle. and cbildren and

their bedrooms al L'le farthest end. An alternative includes locating a service core in the

middl. to acr as a buffer zone (Fig. 5.8 b. c. and d).

Fig. 5.8 a. b. c. and d.

A bouse lot ratio is the ratio of the width to lateral depth of the site plan. A lot may

have have any of the following proportions: 2:1.1:1. 1;2. 1:4. 1:6, ete. (Fig. 5.9). As the

lot ratio decreases, building densities as weil as economies in infrastructure and land

ïncrc:ase. House plans with more linear fonns possess higher lot ratios and thus acbieve

higher densities and savings.

Advantages of this house type include schemes with versatile interior spatial zoning

possibilities and very low lot ratios. Compared to plot subdivisions with a lot ratio of 1:1.
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the long house subdivision (ratio 1:2-1:6) offers a tremendous economy in roads. pipe

runs. and other infrastrueture and results in increases in densitie$; an depending upon

aetual lot ratios. The possibilities for providing multiple counyards give mis typology the

advantage of sepaI3te exteriorreallm for adults as weil as childr.:n. a major asset for

privacy levcl requirements inside the residential domain.

Fig. 5.9 (after Land).

Ease ofconstruction is apparent, for framing and dimensioning can he simplified.

and strUctural elements reduced to t\1ITo. Floors or roofs have short spans between simple

load bearing walls or be3ms supponed by columns. Building components sucb as flOOIS

and walls may he standardized. allowing for systematic savings in theirconstruction.

The long bouse can give the interior impression ofgreater size than a square bouse

ofsimiIararea. This illusion is due to the faet that through its length will be court-patio

gardens enriching the transparency of me long interior perspective. Solarpenetration in this

typOlogy is less limited than the row patio bouse. for the inner court-patios provide SOlDe

directional flexibiIity.

A majordisadvantage is that one bas to wa1k enormous distances in arder to Ieach

one end of the bouse from the other. Since zoning is done in a linear fashion~ one bas in

theory to pass lYi all the rooms before reaching a destination located al the otherend ofthe
house•
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Peter Land bas developed a version of this typology posse»Sing {Wo or three

storeys, with the extra floors being placed at the extremities of the bouse 50 the central.

elongated portion is left as a one storey courtyaro entity in cmier to receive more sunlight

(12) (Fig. 5.10).

Fig. 5.10

The Single Bar Counyard House

This typology is composed of a single wing occupying bal! the width and the entire

Iength of its site. The unoccupied half forms the courtyard. and is usually located at the

back-side of the bouse. This is mosùy a single Sterey typology. Similar te the row

counyard bouse, it is not a real courtyard bouse. but rather a bouse trying to imitate a

counyard bouse.

Services and the main entry are located in the middle of the bar. and the day-rime

and night-time functions are Iocated on eit.'1er s;de (Fig. S.II a). An alternative is te locale

the entry on one side of the bar. and zoning can be achieved by sequencing the rooms from

the most public to service areas to the most private located at the furthest end (Fig. S.II b).

The separation ofthe adult bedroom from the chilciren's sleeping quarters by locating them

at the IWO exttemes of the bar. with diurnal functions and service areas in the middle is a

third possibility (S.Il cl.

For bars more than one room wide, zoning can be achieved by baving the night-
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rime functions on one long side and the diUI'T13l functions on the other. facing the counyaro.

or vice-versa (Fig. 5.11. d). On two Storey plans. the nightly functions may be provided

for on the upper level.

0:'" .r A ~ '0

•

•

Fig. 5.11 a. b. c" and d.

An advantage of this type is tha! it possesses a largerexposed surface area to

provide more naturallight and aoss ventilation than a row counyard bouse.

A major disadvantage is ex.posure of an entire length ofa facade ID the public

exterior disturbing the concept ofÏntrovertedness. There is no feeling of total enclosure in

the exteriorspaee. since the house walls do Dot enclose the counyard on two ormo~ sides

(Fig. 5.12).

Fig. 5.12 Patio house, Brussels Wood exhibition 1958. Edward Ludwig, architect.
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It is a1so less energy efficient Ihall Narrow front counyard houses. and requi.,:s

more infrasttucrure.. and land. and as a consequence results in lower densities than the roll.'

or nam>w front courtyard house.

Nesùing Configurations

Two storey Single-bar counyard houses are suitable for sloped configurations. for

they can provide a lower unit open al the s10ping end and aet as a retlÎning wall on the

opposilc end.leaving the upper level thoroughly cross-ventillated while having the

neighbor's courtyard on the same f100r level as that of the upper storey (Fig. 5.13).

Fig. 5.13 Two storey. s;~gle bar terraced patio houses.

The "L" Plan Counyard House

The "L" plan counyard bouse consists of twO intersecting wings perpendicular to

each other, fonnîng an "L" which encloses a private counyard. This is by far the most

popular CODtemporary counyard housing configuration. Zoning within an "L" plan may Ile

achieved according to the separation of daily and nightly functions. with service. kitchen

and enttance areas located at the intersection of the IWO wings (Fig. 5.14 a). Another

variation in zoning is placing the adult bedroom at one cxtremity of the house and the

chi1dIen's bedrooms al the other. with the living, dining, kitchen, services and entrallce

areas fonnîng a buffer between the IWO (Fig. 5.14 b).
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•
Fig. 5.14 ~ b. c. and d.

•

••

Zoning may also occur linearly according ta increasing leveIs ofprivacy, with the

entrnnce located at an extrernity, and the kitchen, dining, living, bathroom and bedrooms

fallowing in sequence (Fig. 5.14 cl. An. "L" plan typOlogy may aIso occur where the wing

parallel and next to the street would be two room deep. The rooms on me SttCet side can be

service and utility areas that aet as a buffer zone to me more private functions inside,. which

open up omo the counyard (Fig. 5.14 G).

Sorne "L" configuraôon schemes possess greatly elongated and exaggerated

proportions. thus emulating a long-house. These have thin, longitudinal counyards yet

retain me zoning configurations ofme HL" house. These long fonns are required for

serving special purposes such as the provision ofextra exposed surface areas for salar

energy collection (Fig. 5.15).

An advanrage of the "L" type is that me entrance to an individual house may be

from the counyard side through a (pedestrian) lane or from the street. on the house side.

Sïnce most naturallighting and ventilation can he aquired from the counyard. obtaining

œm~etein~v~edn~~awŒb~e~bili~

The house may be expanded in one or two directions according to the familles'

needs. providing the house wings don't fully occupy the entire length on bath sides of the

lot. House sizes are modest. thus making mem suitable for use in low.-eost hausing

projects.

A major disadvantage of this typalogy ~ the limited cross ventilation on the bouse

wing which is adjacent to the neighbor's property (13). This may be remedied by the

introduction ofSkylight windows or tiny secondary courts. Another disadvantage is the faet
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tha~ the provision of a single counya."Ù. v.ith al! funcrions opening onto il, conflicts v.ith

the different privacy real=ns Vlithin the house.

•
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Fig. 5.15 Solar Counyard Houses. Milton Keynes. U.K. 1986. Fielden Oegg. archilect.

Nestling Configurations

The ~'L»plan is very flexible in its packing configuration. It can be grouped back

to-back orend-to-end. orboth (Fig. 5.16). Houses may also he grouped in an ··organic"

fashion. cithet' blending in with the topographie contours or going sharply against

them.These cases are both experimented by Jorn Utzon in IWO different "Ln plan counyard

schemes (Fig. 5.17). They may also he grouped togetherinto tenaces. on both flat and

sloping sites. creating hill housing and diagonal or artificial s]ope housing. thus

substantially increasing densities.
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Fig. 5.16. Nesùing Configurations.

Fig. 5.17 a. Kingo Housing Estate 1958-1963. Houses blending with site contours, and b.

Bakke Draget Housing Estate, 1958-1963. Houses going sbarply against site contours.

Jorn Utzon, architect (DGnmark).
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Fig. 5.17 c. Typical house plans and section of Kingo bousing estate.

The Two Storey "'Ln plan

In t'Wo Storey UL" plan courtyard bouses. the diurnal areas usually occupy the

ground levcl while the sleeping areas would occupy the upper (Fig. 5.18 a. b). Houses

may possess an upper floor on ooly one wing of the "L" in order te provide the house with

an upper tenace. In some~ the second floor may be set back to improvc me angle of

light into the patio. The portion of the house possessing only a single storey can he

positioned to allow more light into the coun These units may obtain different orientations.

for the plans may he mirrored in several directions. The second floor wing may bc parallel

or perpendicular to the fronrage on the left or right. or at the front or back,. thus giving

multiple choices in orientation (14).

•
Fig. S.18 a and b.
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A Montreal project by architeet Richard de La Riva publisbed in che Canadian.

Archirecl (15) indicates a conventional ground ~lated "L" plan courtyard bouse piggy·

backed by a single-bar duplex housing unit belonging to a separate occupant with a private

access. w hile occupying pan of the roof of the lower unit as itS own private terraee (Fig.

5.19). An inconvenience of this project is the diminutive size of the counyard located on

the ground floor. that was dietated by the lot size. H,)wever. the possibilities of stacking

different house typOlogies one ovcr the other in order tO increase densities is we1l illustrated

in this projcct and will he discussed 131er on.

---
_..-... 4f :0-;

li,

~ ~J[-\. =c -"t~

Fig. 5.19 Montreal Patio Houses 1992. Richard De La Riva and Georges Legac~

architeetS.
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The "lJType Courtyard House Plan (16)

The standard "U" type plan rcsults when the house is composed of three wings

fonning a "t) enc10sing a counyard. Zoning is achieved by having a wing forming the

sleeping area, with the opposite wing serving as me diurnal aIe3S and the connecting ~'Ïng

acting as the service core and access areas (Fig. 5.20 a).

Fig. 5.20 ~b,c and d.

:JTa,EET

•

•

Another zoning strategy is to sequence the functions according 10 increasing privacy

leve1s by having the garage. enttanee lock. and services locacd in the end wing. living

functions in the connecting wing and sleeping quaners in the other end (Fig. 5.20 b).

Sometimes an additional counyard may he added to the front or me back of the bouse.

A third variation of the "t]" type plan is the separation of the adult and childrcn's

domains through the location of the children's bedrooms at one end of the "U" plan, and

the adult bedrooms in the opposite wing. thus providing maximum separation betv.ttn me

two (Fig. 5.20 cl. The day functions and services can he located in the main wing

connecting the two and can also occupy pan of the night wings. Frequently, one encounters

a slightly modified ammgement wherein the entryl~ diurnal functions and services are

located in the central wing, flanked by IWO bedroom wings. An example!rom 1961 is a

"U" plan counyard housing group at Hyde Park, Chicago by Vau Chun Wong. architeet

(17) (Fig. 5.21), while a scheme by Arne Jacobsen retains a wing as the sleeping areas aild

gives the remaining "L" wings 10 the daily functions (Fig. 5.22).

An advantage of the UU" configuration is that an end wing can be completely given

over as a "home workplace" as discussed in chapler three. Thus, the provision ofa wing
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overlooking the street and acting as a public zone for the recepôon of strangers. becomes a

possibility. The remainder of the house could possess the configuraôon ofan "'L" plan

(Fig. 5.20 d).

•
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Fig. 5.21 Patio Houses in Oücago. 1961. Yau Chun Wong. architect.•

Fig. 5.22 ""U" plan courtyard houses al Klampenborg. Dcnmark, 1961. Ame Jacobsen,

architeCt.

•
A considerable disadvanœge of this type is that ilS ample size can make il Jess

affordable man a house with an "L" plan; it would lose more beat in the winter. and gain

excessive amounts ofheat in the summcr. because of the additional exposed areas, mus
requiring additional insulaIion and extra cast.
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Since all major spaces would look out over the same counyard. itS acting as a

buffer berween the living areas and sleeping quaners is disadvantageous bccausc of me lack

of articulation of the privacy between adultS and children or me public and priV3te zones of

the bouse. Conversely. contradictOI'y activities opening up and meeting in the same

courtyard can add to itS liveliness.

•

Fig. 5.23 Nestling Configurations.

A variation of the ut]" type plan is a house scheme by Peter Land possessing two

counyards located on an "L" shaped plot (18). The house emulates an elongated "U" type

plan with an annex. The sleeping meas occupy two wings and the other fonctions and

services occupying the remaining largerwing (Fig. 5.24). A large forecoun, which

bappens to occupy an entire wing cl" the "L" plot, serves as front enttance and main coun·

garden for the living-dining meas. Their nestling configurations in plan result in

interlocking patterns.

The Two Storey "U" Plan

A two storey "U" type counyard bouse plan may sec the ground floor occupied by

the clay functio~ with living fonctions located in one wing. kitehen. dining. and bathing

located in the opposite wing; an entty wing overloolcs theco~ acting as a link and

zoning area between the two. The upper Ievel can be occupied by the bcdroo~ with the

adult sleeping arcas occupying one end wing ofthe house and the omer bedrooms the
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other. with a linking wing creating sorne segregation between the two. Pan of the roof of

one wing may be used as a terraee ovcrlooking the counyard.

• • '1 ..

• , r ......

•

•

Fig. 5.24 (after Land)•

Fig. S.25

The "0" Plan

This typOlogy is rcmotely simi]ar 10 ancicnt Greek and Roman court houses. for the

counyard is fully cncloscd on four sidcs by rooms in daily use. It is fullyin~ and

indieates introVenednessparexcellence.

The "0" plan may be used in cases where spatial requiremcnts are greatcr!ban those

of the "L"or"tr type residcnces. It may also be used in conjunction with projeas

requiring neighborbood surgery. whcre completely introVerted houses located in tightly knit

urban arcas may pcrfonn well. It is gent::.illy saitable for Iargcr houscholds posscssing
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a large number offunctions and having demanding zoning requirements. Complex spatial

requirements can be easily satisfied due to the existence offour wings.

An "0" plan bouse may be created by building a roofed. double colonnade at the

open end of a"{j shaped plan (Fig. 5.26 a). This colonnad~whose main purpose is to

facilitate circulation around theb~may he glazed or walled in, and can serve as an

entranee lobby~ including a link 10 a car port or garage. It may also serve as an efficient

semi-t:ransparent separation from a neïghbour"s plot or may frame a view from the

courtyard. In addition~ the possibility of a complete circulation loop may help in zoning the

house withOUl revening 10 confliets in the hierarchy ofprivacy leve1s interrupted by

circulation paths aisscrossing berween different zones of the bouse. The allocation of

space is efficient because connecting conidors can he eliminatcd or minimizcd

•

•

Fig. 5.26 a. b~ and c.

The "0" plan may also he an attium house ofgencrous proportions with two

adjacent wings devotcd to the night funetions and the ether two occupied by the day

funetions (Fig. 5.26 b). As in other typOlogies. adult and children"s bedrooms may he

separcued by locating them at opposite areas ofa house (Fig. 5.26 cl. The main advantage

of the "0" plan counyard bouse is tbat it al10ws a 360 degree orientation due 10 the

provision of openings overlooking the counyard on an sides. It provides excellent cross

ventilation and is particu1arly suitable for milder or hot temperate climates such as those

found around the Meditemne3n basin. The atrium may serve as an outdoor extension of

the living and dining areas.

A founh wing addecl 10 a"lrplan patio house converts the plan into an "0". A
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1965 example from Helsinki houses a sauna baIh and guest facilities in the additional wing

mus canpleting the "0" (Fig. S.29 b).

The two storey Atrium bouse may provide a second floor ono~ twO or thrce of

the four sides. This addition may be shaped as an 'T", "Lft, or"U", and may have many

possible configurations, as long as it aIlows for properpenetration of sunlight (19). Zoning

may be achieved by locating the~ on the upper level (Fig. 5.27). Altemativcly, the

aduIt night zone may be locaœd near the cntry "Jock" 10 control acecss while being isolatc:d

!rom the other night fimctions.

/

/

/

,/ ~_1':'.-
~

.r l '"

Fig.5.28Sliding courtya!d cover.

A possible alternative for places with harsh wiDœr climateS is the covering ofthe

entire counyard with JetraCtable glazïng; thus rendering the counyard both an interior as

weIl as CXlerior living room, according to season (Fig. 5.28). The courtyard may aIso serve

as a greenhouse, Iight weIl and passage, and is in this manncrparticularly weIl adapted for
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the Canadian winter.

A two smrcy penthoose"O" plan cxample !rom Milan. haly arranges the day and

adult night fUdCtions 50 that they form a "tJ aroWld a tiny but well plantcd BU'Ïum (Fig.

5.29 a). Services occupy the remaining founh wing wherc a spiral stlircase pcnnits access

ta the upper floor, composed of2 children's bedrooms, occupying only the wing above the

services (20).

--
-

Fig. 5.29 a. Architeet's own rcsidenc~ Milan, Italy 1992. Federica Z3nuso. architeet. b.

Haka patio houses, Helsinki 1965. Pentii Aho~ aIChiteCt.

British 3I'ChileCt James Stirling deveIoped a type of"0" plan auium house in 1969

for a baJri3da (sIum) in Pero where groups offour housing units were clustered around a

common service core. Each house staned offas a single storey, architeet dcsigned and

prefabrieated "L» typology, that was expandable into a full "0" (Fig. 531). Each bouse

could also cxpand up onto a second floor later, using ttaditional construction methods or bc

reduced back in size again, as required (21). Privacy was achieved by keeping services

(bathroo~ kitebens, etC.) near the central core, with the functions occupying two wings

on one side and the funetions occupying the other two. Stirling promoted the use ofa

prefabrieated construction system as a struetmal base, to he1p add and subtraet the bouse

rooms and floors at wia in addition ta using local building techniques for molding the

dwelling ta the user's needs. (22). This concept ofsubtraetion, however, proved to be

inflCXlole and Ibis type ofcustom designed prefabrication, which was 50 popular in the

1950$ and~was later ta he dropped for more flexible, interchangeable component
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• Fig. 5.30 Nestling Configurations (after Land).

• Fig. 5.31 (after Stirling).
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Stirling·S scheme was very luxwious for a barraida settlement in which he should

have been thinking in terms ofminimum cost housing. ramer man as a technical exercise in

the combination ofprefabrication and local teChniques. The atrium nature of the plan.

however. 10gether with the possibilities for expansion. contraction. and construction in

several phases. responds wel1 to the lifestyle of the barraida. and holds many lessons for

advocates ofminimum cost housing in developing countries.

The Double "O~ or"B~ Plan

This typology may also be traced back to antiquity for il bas its origins in ancient

Greek Peri.~tyle and Roman Atrium houses. Plots occupied by these houses are mostly

narrow and deep. and the house usually occupies most of the surface area. The rooms

receive daylight through two (or more) patios. Secondary patios may be used as utility

counyards. A variation of this typOlogy are luxury typeS with one. two. three or more

bays. Examples are houses by Serge Chermayeff•

Advantages include c1ear interior zoning possibilities without the confliets ofprivate

and public spaces overlooking one another (Fig. 5.32 a).

A disadvantage is that this typOlogy is too expe."1sive 10 construet and too large to

maintain; it is more suitable for wealthier households. However. it can be construeted in

several phases over a long period of time. thus being modified according to nceci (Fig. 5.32

b). It is also suitable for cultures with large. c1an-like family structures requiring large

homes.

• Fig. 5.3.2 a and b.
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The 41 Plan and The Double Courtyard

The SÙDplest "T plan is composed ofan invened '"L" plan with a wing anached to

Ùle end fonning a 'T. This annex usually houses a carpon or a garage with same utilities

(Fig. 5.33). The created outdoor space serves either as a minor courtyard garden, as a

utilityco~ or as a frontal access yard.

In other examples. the extra wing of the 'T serves as kitehen and storag~ where

the intersection ofthe wings house either a dining~ entry~ and circulation zon~ or pan of

the living room extended into the winge

The'T plan house possesses IWO or threeco~ each may serve as an area

around which functions compatible with one another may be clusœ:red: a major advantage

for maintaining interior hierarchies ofprivacy levels in a dweDing.

Mies Van Der Rohe bas utilized a"T' type counyard bouse plan with elongated

arms to create three separate coun-gardens on a square plot (23).

Fig. 5.33 ~ b. Co do ~ and e (after Mies Van Der Rohe).

The "H" and The Double Bar Plan

The simplest double barcounyard plan is conceived by having the bars al opposite

sides of the counyard (Fig. 5.34a). Zoning can be achieved by having the sleeping zone in
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one bar and the other functions in another. This arrangement. however. is unreasonable for

geographic a.reas lacking temperate. tropical or sub-tropical climares. for circulation

between the NlO wings involves exposurc to the elements.

A link (such as a COIIÎdor or an arcade) between the twO bars through the middle of

the courtyard would divide the counyard into two separate counyards. thus aeating an

"Ir plan (Fig. 5.34 b). This link may be used to include common services such as

bathrooms. kitchen. dining ete. with a peripheral wing serving as living-dining areas and

the others as sleeping areas (Fig. 5.34 cl.

~t,
c: ~11.D-
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~ ~
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(;, t .' - 1.1

't,t ~ \fi'
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lt~,

•
Fig. 5.34 a. b. c. ~ e. and f.

•

Another zoning strategy would be to locate me day functions overlooking one

courtyard and the sleeping areas me omer (Fig. 5.34 dl. The advantage of this layout

would be the c1ustering ofdifferent zones possessing different privacy requirements around

different courts. The locating ofthe parent's domain on a courtyard separated ftom me

chi1dren's, or the reception and living areas, would he1p maintain the desircd privacy (Fig.

5.34 e. f).

The"li" plan may result in two unequal counyards, and ifone bas a soumcm

exposure. the other may have an undesirable nonhern exposme. This may result in rooms

overIooking a cold counyard with a harshmi~mate and excessive g1are. However. an
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east-west exposure may help solve this problem. In addition. the creation of IWO

counyards, wherin one is warmer!han the other, will induce passive cooling of the bouse;

it is funher discussed in cbapler three (Fig. 2..10).

Fig. 5.35

The "Z' Plan

This is composed ofa rectangular plot with the bouse occupying all of the site

surface except for IWO courtyaIds located diagonally from eacb other in IWO opposite

corners of the bouse (Fig. 5.35). The counyards may he unequal in size and divide the

bouse into three wings. The linking wing usually bouses the services while the bedrooms

occupy one peripberal wing and the day functions occupy the other.

Multi-Storey Types

Rem Koolhaas and the office for Metropolitan architeeture have completed a multi

5torey counyard residential complex in Fukuoka, Japan (24) (Fig. 5.36).

Dwelling -mits are acoessed from below. tbrough the pilotis 1evel. The fust floor is

composed of beà..ooms fom:':Ig a "t!' overlooking the counyard, for the latter is located

on the pilotis Jevel. (Smaller housing units have the saIne layout on an "L" plan

configuration). Natural illutnination is received not ooly tbrough the counyard, which in

itselfmight not suffice te capture the low northerly Japanese sunlight, butalso tbrough a

large. continuons skylight putpOSe1y designed te bring in the low winter sunshine inte the

bouse interiœ: The living and etherday-lime use areas are 10cated on the top floor te take
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advamage of the possibility of obtaining a higher ceiling and southerly oriented skylight.

The house may be oriented South-East or SoôJth-West according to location. It has a

closely packed. cellular nestling pattern because access is from below. and thus allows for

higher densities in areas with northerly cIimates and a low $Olar aspect, and may serve as a

prototype for future experiments.

A serious inconvenience with this project is the limited sunshinc the courtyaro

receives in the winter due to its shape and position. thus discouraging its use in colder

seasons. Another major disadvantage is the location of the counyard on the ground (pilotis)

level. where residents have to go down severa! flights in order to enjoy il. The vast amount

ofglazing in the skylight causes major heat loss and insulation problems in the winter. This

project would be appropriate for hot. equatorial climates after the elimination of the

excessive glazing and skylighl. Thus the amount of direct sunlight would be rcduced inside

the house. while the covered pilotis floor would proteet pedestrians from me hot scoIChing

sun•

I,IVIN~

.,
-0:.. ,.

... 1
,Q-

I ~

•
Fig. 5.36 a. Fukuoka residential complex, Japan 1992. Rem Koolhaas and OMA

architeets. Typical floor plans and sections.
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Fig. 5.36 b. Fukuoka residential complex, Japan 1992. Rem KooIhaaS~OMA

architects. Ground and first fIoor nesùing plans.

One Storey, Two Storey, Three Storey More

Single storey counyard housing possess advanœges over multi-storey counyani

housing for its units are simpler to design and build, and allow for more Iight penetration

into paôos, provide better cross ventilaôon, and are more ground Idated. However, bouse
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plots are usually slightly larger and densities are Iower than those of two storcy counyard

houses.

Two storey units give a larger house area for a given lot~ and privacy is easier

to maint3in with sleeping areas located on the second floor and living-dining areas on the

ground (or vice versa) (Fig. 537). Second floor garden patios may be conveniently located

next to the bedroo~ as sleeping usually require less area than living and dining. Single

storey houses may be too small te give the impression ofan urban scale,. while lWO Slorey

houses look more appropriaœ in urban situations. Roof surface area is also re1atîve1y

decreased with {wo storey houses and consequenùy less energy is dissipated (25)•

•

•

•

Fig. 5.37 Band houses. 11alpan, Mexico 1992. Albin, Vasconcelos. Elizondo architects.

Raising dwelling densities requires the provision ofcourtyard houses with more

than one or {wo storey heights. Each counyard housing unit may possess severa! levels.

However, unless each dwclling unit is a tower type resid:nee. the aeation ofhousing uoits

with more than three or four levc1s would be impracti~both in tenns ofhuman effon and

wasted space used for vertical circulation.

Three to four storey walk-up counyard bouses are the upper limit for counyard

housing ifthey are 10 be used separately. However, these may be combined with other

typOlogies. such as row houses., or apanments. Commercial and office spaces on the first

few floors may be topped by two or three stories of courtyard housing duplexes or

triplexes in arder10 increase dcnsities. Mixee! use buildings are the tn:nd ofthe future and
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funher cxpc:rimentation may be required te dctermine the degree ofviability of the concept

in a given scenario.

Another method te obtain higher densities would be to staek seveœl single-storey or

multi-storcy counyard bouses. with more complex configurati~ one over the other. in a

stepped~ with pan of the roofof the lower unit scrving as a court-patio for the upper

unit (Fig. 5.39). This couJd be achieved without necessariJy l'CVerting to a special.

expensive structuraI support. In addition. orientation must he rationally conceived and

consistent throughout the scheme. The leftoverspaces under the sœpped bousing units

should be put to good use and could bouse commercial facilities. offices. and vehicular

parking spaces. thus funher conttibuting to the mixed use character of the facility (Fig.

5.38 a and b).

A further endeavour that substantially increases densities is the introduction of

commercial and retail facilities at the groundl~ toppcd by IWO or three levels ofoffice or

work spaces. These would he tOpped by row bouse triplexes and eau be piggy backed by

two or three storey "L" or"U" bouses and crowned by two storey"L" or single bar patio

bouses (Fig. 5.40). Care must he taken to make the building mass only one unit thick in

order to promote natural cross-ventilation. soIar penetration. and to avoid mega-scale.

inhuman projeas.

Fig. 5.38 a. Original Habitat proposaI by Moshe Safdie architeet. versus b. EIevated

courtyards with perimetcr block. Style arrangement.•
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Fig. 538 Bab El-Sheikh mievelopmentcompetition entry. Baghdad 1982. Ove Arup

Associates. a. Intensifying neighborhood texture via a weaving of spaces to recapwre

original urban sense. and b. creating a high urban density ofpublic and private uses by

stepping buildings.
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Conclusion

Back to the Future

Perhaps it is lime to ask once more wbat bas already been poscd and answcred at

me inception of ÙlÏS study: what is a courtyani bouse? Is it solely a contempor31)' vetSÏon

ofme 'nemesis' of me extroverted bouse, as it bas existed througbout history? Does

tontemporary courtyani living demand a return to traditionallifestyles and forms?

FII'St, it should be noted Ùlat a revetSÏon 10 introVerted living cannot result in a

return to traditional courtyaId bousing wim its accompanying lifestyles in a strict sense, for

social pressures dietating me decision 10 reson to mese types of lifestyles and dwelling

configurations are different today from mose of me past, just as mey will be different in me

future from mose of today. Contemporary courtyard bousing diffetS from traditional

examples as mucb as a current North American suburban bungalow diffetS from a

mediaeval European cottage. Almougb genetal cbaracteristies, such as me desire 10 attain

introVerted living and sorne forms ofprivacy, remain constant, different types ofsocial

pressures in different times and places affect me articulation, interrelationship of spaces,

and me degree of introvertedness required, as well as me collective configuration of

bouses.

It is difficult 10 predict what type of social pressures will be in play in me future and

bow mey will aet on me individual, and me social, or familial, unk One Ùling is certain: as

time passes by, social sttueture becomes increasingly complicated, and me links required

between individuals and meir peer.; tend 10 become more and more intrieate.

Housing in me future bas 10 be flexible enough 10 be able 10 cope wim mese

increasingly sophisticated sociCH:u1tuIal demands. Since courtyaId bousing represents a set
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of typOlogies whose very configurations are based on an outcome of mese social stresses.

pc:rhaps it is best to describe it as the "omerhalf' of housing, representing the (other)

introvcncd 50% of aIl dwelling typOlogies. Courtyard housing does not rcpresent a single

typOlogy but a group of typOlogies and shoulà be treated as sucn.

One of me most impressive arguments against courtyard housing is an objection to

adapting a Iûstoric dwclling fatm to suit a contempOtaIy way oflife. In omer words, how

can a traditional house fatm satisfy me lifestyles of today and tomorrow? How can rapidly

occurring stylistic and teehnological innovations be integrated into a historical dwelling

type, and how can ÙIÏS be properly c:xp1essed in arclûteeture ofme house?

Cettain fundamental human needs, such as me requiIement ofSlleiter, are deeply

rooted in our genes, and must be satisfied by aIl humans by one means or anomet: Sheiter

must not be me privilege of some societies, but must be an intrinsic right for ail

humankind. ThUS, me prevision ofsheiter is better ÙIan me provision of no sheitet:

However, the provision ofgood sheiter is better man the provision ofbad sheitel: Good

sheiter cannot be determined orjudged by me extemal appearance ofme dwelling. Rather,

it is based on many factors but mosùy on very complex socio-cultura1 issues and is distinct

for each and every culture. However, me "contetnporary look" ofa dwelling is apparent

from its exterior and is a prime factor dietating its commercial merits. For instance, while

me interior ofan extrovened house may respond to complex socio-cultural demands, its

exterttal appearance or "look", whatever me arclûtectural style, is usttally not me result of

socio-culturaI. behavioural, or other intrieate factors, but is often related more to trends

similar to mose in fashion and me decorative ans. The lifespans ofthese exterior

appearances are short and most probably alter during the lifespan ofan individual, thus

making the "contempOtaIy look" of the dwelling less contetnporary after a period of lime.

The counyard house does not possess an exterttal appearance in terms ofdecor or

faslûon for it possesses neimer an exterior"look" nor style. What it does possess is a set of

eiements responding to human needs. Not only is its entire configuration based on human

social and cultural inter-relationslüps, but the 1inks estab1ished between the dwelling and

the exterior world respondtlin:ctly to estab1ished human bonds as weil

Unlike stylistic factors, socio-cultural demands are directly related to people's
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lifestyles and are based on customs, human experiences, habits and behaviour. and remain

unaltered for prolonged periods of rime. For instance. cenain fundamental social

requirementS. such as adult privacy within the dwelling. may remain unaltered for severa!

centuries and even millennia.

In other words. the way a counyard house "looks". inside and out" makes sense

because it is a setting for a particular type ofhuman behaviour. and remains valid for a long

timc. Most socio-cultura1 changes that could alter the dwelling drastically are minimal

during the lifespan of an individual and therefore have a negligible influence in promoting

significant changes in the house.

Another major atgUIIIent against courtyard housing may be made with respect 10

teehnology (not building or conslIUetion teehnology): with constant" rapid technological

innovations. an iI:troverted counyard house form deals primarily with social requin:ments

and does not express the latest technical trends; there may have to be accompanying

changes which would affect our nonns. values and socio-cultural behaviour. requiring

alterations in our living environment in order 10 be able to cope with them. To analyse this

issue. one should ask if the demands on the house of the future should express the latest

teehnological trends? For instance. there is ample talk nowadays. among other

teehnological innovations. about the "information highway" and the effects it might have on

domestic lifestyles. and consequenùy. on the house form in the ncar future. Does a

dwelling have 10 express. in its physical shape. the latest teehnological innovation it

houses? Should a house. or parts of it" ref1ect the shape ofan electronic device if it contains

one?

Certain standardized values and social and cultural principles have taken our

civilisation severa! millennia to shape. and they are eternal in terms of human experience.

As seen above. alterations in these social principles are and should be negligible over the

lifespan ofan individuaI. Because teehnology changes 50 rapidly does not mean that

fundamental socio-cultural behaviour, basic psychological responses or human

relationships. temperatDents and dispositions alter as well. Unlike stylistic trends. culture,

as it affects housing, takes prolonged periods ofrime 10 alter, and thus tends to prevent

certain major aspects of a dwelling from undergoing drastic modifications. Technology, on
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the other hand. is similar to stylistic trends in that it a1ters more rapidly than culture and is

subject to severa! major transformations. improvements and innovations during the lifespan

ofa person.

Advances in technology certain!y change the standard of living. However. the

evolution of the home should not be dominated by technology. and the laner need not

dehumanize the home. The evolution of the dweIling need not be confused with the

evolution of technology. Newer technologies render older technologies and not homes or

lifestyles. obsolete: human social relationships. and therefore rationally conceived houses

based on those relationships. remain unaffected.

One of the most influential technologies that modified seulement form was the

revolution in transportation which helped propagate the move to the suburbs and influenced

the size of the city and its links with the dwelling as weIl as its location. but it had a rather

minimal impact on the interior configuration of houses.

Even if a major technological innovation were to occur which could drastically

modify the dwelling. one should keep in mind that such a change initially caters to the

demands of the operation of the innovative technical device and not necessarily the needs of

the human being. What is to come first in a house: human demands or technological

requirements?

Factors based on human relationships are more vital for the survival of the home

than formaI changes caused by constant technological innovation. What is really needed is a

constant and familiar living environment where everyday technological innovations.

improvements and gimmickr)' will not make dramatic behavioura! changes. The real

advantage of technological innovations shou!d be the reshaping of humanity (and evel) da)'

life) for the beuer. These innovations should be innocuous devices enhancing and enriching

life and should be subserviem to the main factors shaping the house. Information. or an)'

other technologies. shou!d be adapted and integrated into the house discreet!y. without

interrupting the physical structure established within the house. Stylistic and technological

innovations should be personalisation devices within the courtyard dweIling and should

help retain the inhabitants pleased and in more keep with the times. in a house form that

discreetly integrates innovations yet retains its form.
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Despite aIl me advantages of me courtyard house, which heavily oUlWeighs ilS

Iiabilities, Nonh Americans are still hesitant to adopt introvencd counyard living. This is

hardly a solitary conviction complying to me conformities of me ÎlÙIabitanlS of me "Brave

New Frontierless World", for even in mose countries where successful courtyard housing

projects have been construetcd and dwellers have happily settlcd in ever since, there seems

to be certain reservations towards il.

Rejection ofcourtyard housing is often a matter ofprematuIe judgmenl. Almough

initial predictions may indicate that a Slate of repulsion may arise between me prospective

nester and me dwelling, no significant antagonism bas yet been recordcd against recent

counyard housing by meir dwellers. This is a maner of prejudice against a somewhat

foreign housing form where me cityScape is diCtated by house walls and small shops.

instead of open grounds where houses sit all alone. The greatest petplexity stetnS from a

peteeption ofconfinement and me inability to escape when ÎlÙIabiting a capsule-like

counyard environment; sorne believe it will result in unbearable netVous stress. There is no

rational justification for such a belief, for counyards are open at least to me sky and me fear

ofinhabiting a claustrophobie environment occurs mosùy to people who have never

experienccd this kind of living. Wim lime, afler a trial residency period in a counyard

house, opinions tend to change.

It lOOk severa! decades for NorÙI American consumers to appreciate me virtues of

compact, space and fuel efficient, rationally devised automobiles. Their infatuation wim

excessively bulky, fuel inefficient, irrationally conceived vehicles enjoying status via

extravagant chromium trim (as wim me manicured suburban lawn) was a result of such

established values as "bigger is bener", and a bias against everything mat was "foreign",

"cheap", "miniatuIe", "imitative", "imponcd", ete.•

Since housing happens to be one ofme componenlS of a civilization which is most

difficult to change it is conceivable that it will take severa! decades for me NorÙI American

public to appreciate me virtues ofcourtyard housing. What is required is sorne large scale

pilot detnonstration projects which would matuIe wim lime and kindle me interests of

professionals, me public and developers as weil. It was me energy crisis of me early 19705

mat sparlded me interest in fuel efficient, rational compact cars. Perhaps a similar sparlc is
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long overdue 10 kindle the interest in zational, energy efficient, and socio-<:U!turally

sustainable courtyard housing.

The aim of this thesis was to reestablish the legitimacy ofcourtyard housing, bath

for the architeet's dzawing board and the housing market. Ifthese pages have coovinced the

reader IOwards !bat end. then its purpose is served. This conviction, bowever, should not

be a tempaIaIy trend but must result in a process ofongoing experimentation and research.

As for providing an answer to the initial question, an incomplete definition of the

counyard house would describe it as an introverted dwelling encompassing a private

counyard with a configuraôon devised 10 satisfy the most intricate socio-cultuIal requisites.

However, a panial definition is hardly sufficient, for its= in a variety ofshapes

and sizes make it a suitable shelter adaptable for ail income groups. Its variety and

conformity to different lifestyles make it a housing typOlogy for ail cultuIes. Its

adjustability 10 ail climates make it a bouse for ail seasons and its continuous=nce il:

history and its sustainability make it a bousing typOlogy suitable for ail rime.
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AppendixA

These standards are based on Professor Norbert Schoenauer's unpublished notes

for Ùle "Housing Theory~ course at McGill university. Throughout this Ùlesis, Ùle

following Density Standards have been adopted:

Low Density:

20 Dwelling Unitsl Acre 70 persans/Acre.

70 Dwelli.,g Units/ Hectare.

Medium Density:

20-40 Dwelling Units/Acre 70-14O persans/ Acre.

70-140 Dwelling UnitsIHectare.

High Density:

Over 40 Dwelling Units/Acre..•.••.over 140 persans/Acre.

Over 140 Dwelling Units/Hectare.

Acre=. 4840 sq. yards, 43560 square feet = 0.405 hectares, 4047 square meters

1 Hectare=ha=l0000 m2 = - 2,47 acres

are: a= 100m2 = 119.60 square yards
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AppendixB

1. Non Conventional Energy Conservation and Efficiency

Non conventional energy efficiency can be achieved through the following:

ReduCÙlg Energy Demand

Reducing energy demand is obtained by providing a very high standard for building

insulation and the promotion of low-energy use household appliances. fixtures, ete. In

addition. naturallighting obtained through courtyards reduce the need for artificial

illumination during daytime. The advantage ofmultiple orientation in most counyard

houses aid in obtaining daylight from many directions.

Promotion of Passive Heating and Cooling

Passive heating and cooling aIe achieved through proper planning and orientation.

Tighùy ncsùed counyard houses Wl.th common exterior walls save energy through

controlled heat loss in the winter. and excessive heat gain in the summCl: Properorientation

aids maximum solar heat gain and protection from winds in winlCl: Counyard houses aIe

particularly suitable for passive heating and cooling. for their complete introVe:rtedness

allows them to have large glazed inlerior elevations, ideal for capturing the suns' rays yet

allowing for complete privacy. Furthermore, through the use ofmultiple operable door

windows on opposite facades of the building in addition to the location ofoperable roof

opcnings, passive cooling might be induced through cross ventilation. The excessive and

high south summer sun might be controlled through the provision of horizontal ovethangs

over the windows, which will allow only the low winter sun to pcnetrate. Adjustable

verticallouvers would control the cast and west sun in a similar fashion.

Significant economies in heating may also be gained through the collection of

heated air inside South-oriented, giazed spaces acting as interior heat trapS during the day

and the subsequent storage ofthe air in "hot stOne" tanks located in the basement for re-use

at night. There aIe also experiments to store heat gained in summer for use in winter but a

proper and economic heat storage medium bas yet to be cliscovered.

Exterior counyard masonry walls tend ta absotb a substantial amount ofheat and
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Exterior COunyard masonry walls rend to absorb a substantial amount of bcat and

re-radiate it aftc:rwards. thus prolonging the usability of the counyard during the day. In

areas with no risk of frost, water piping is embedded in solid counyard waIls to provide the

house with hot water during the aftemoon. Wtnd energy might aIso be considered if

sufficient open spaces and the proper wind conditions exist. Funhermore.. enclosed and

south-oriented counyards themselves aet as sun pockets or hcat traps. and can be used to

retain heat during the colder months of the y= The provision of both glazed interior and

exposed exterior (counyard) hcat traps will affect the microc1imate of the bouse and the

counyard and will resuIt in savings in energy, as well as the prolonged habitability of the

courtyard.

Active Solar Energy

The collection of solar energy through the use of solar panels. both for hot water

and space hcating are most appropIÏate for courtyard housing, for their location in an

introverted outdoor space on a roofor wall does not cause any visual inconvenience to

neighbours and passers-by. Solar panels are more efficient in snowy winters if they are

located on vertical surfaces such as interior counyard waIls where they catch the low winter

sun, as weil as additional refIeeted light from the snow-covered counyard floor. This

arrangement is extremely suitable for cloudy days when diffuse light from the sky as weil

as snow refIections will substantially increase the amount of light obtained by the panels.

As for artificiaI illumination, the provision ofphoto-voltaic cells may help reduce

electric bills. The use of solar-e!ectric exterior cladding or roof tiles on the interior

counyard side will make the cells look inconspicuous. for they will be invisible from the

exterior. VlSUa1 inconveniences for residents looking out onto their own counyard from

inside will be minima1, for they will be unable to sec their own house exterior. Regarding

the argument that solar energy and solar-eleetricity colleeting devices are visually offensive

to people using the courtyatd, one must be reminded that most of these devices are located

higher than eye level and that the lïmited size of the counyard enclosure prevènts the user

from acquiring a wide enough visuaI field in order to be able to perceive the devices.
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Besides, most contemporary solar energy devices are designed to look less conspicuous

nowadays. In addition, special "solar" courtyaIds may be provided which might serve

primarily as areas for solar energy gathering contrivances.

Nowadays, new technologies aIlow us to go beyond what was traditionally

possible. Passive (and active) solar environmental control, aided by computer simulations

make a whole new range of studies possible before implementation. Thus, a much more

accurate estimate of the amount of sunshine received or air movement can be assessed,

resulting in better functioning solar energy devices.

2. Conventional Energy Efficient Power Systems:

Utilization ofClIPs

The CHP or Combined Heat and Power plant, are currently used in Helsinki,

Stockholm, Stuttgart and other North-European and Scandinavian cities. These are local

neighbourhood dual heat and electricity plants, and are considered ta be among the most

efficient energy supply systems. They are centraIly located miniature power Stations

generating electricity and producing hot water as a by-produet (water heats up as it cools

the turbines). This water in rom is pumped to heat the houses. AJ:I energy generating plant

is considered efficient nowadays if the energy or heat produced as a by-produet of the

energy generation is also put to use, thus increasing its efficiency. These typeS of power

Stations are most efficient in compact and dense districts. Counyard housing, by its very

nature promolCS dense, compact clusters. neighbourhoods and housing districts. A

centraIly located CHP in a counyard housing neighbourhood bas many advantages, mainly

that the electricity produced has ta travel short distances, reducing loss and making priees

competitive. The GAIA atlas claims that CHP's are 90% efficient versus conventional

power plants which are 35% efficient. Moreover, when used in conjunction with passive or

active solat energy, domestic heating requirements will decrease, thus providing for

significant reductions in COsts.

The location ofCHP's in dense urban areas cause no major pollution problems,

because ofthe provision ofchimneys with scrubbers and catalytic converterS ta clean flue
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gases. CHP's release a minimum amount of pollution (502, NOx, etc.), and arc

consideree! to he 'environrnentally clean'.

Local Resource Control, Recycling

and Food Production

It is claimed by many authors that food production at the home or neighbourhood

level is a prime factor for resource conservation. It is assumed that the supply of staple

foods from local sources is a key element for the sustainability ofa community.

AlÙlough Ùle intention to produce nutrition locally is highly commendable. most

private or public urban or suburban gardens or counyard gardens arc relatively tiny and arc

hardly suitable for food production except perhaps for sorne kitehen-vegetable gardens or

an occasional fruit tree. Sorne rooftops may also he utilised as roof-gardens or even as

heated winter greenhouses, however, Ùlese measures arc hardly sufficient to feed a

population, for food production requires extensive land, resources and expertise.

Sustainable communities need not he totally autonomous or se1f-sufficienL The

sheer Ùlought of sueh a concept sounds unanainable and Utopie. There will always he

foods and or.'ter produets grown, raised or produced by expert fanners whieh will have to

he brought in, Ùlough preferably from nearby regions.

The provision of local community gardens inside cities and suburbs will only

provide sorne food for local consumption-hardly enough to feed Ùle population on a year

long basis.

Waste Reduction and Recycling

AlI non-organie waste, gatbage, plastic, botùes, ete., may he colleeted in a

neighbourhood recyeling station and sorted out for recyeling. This bas to he accompanied

by rigorous training and cooperation programs for Ùle residents to follow ifit is to he

implemented. ThUS, the sheer fact that a community is formed by elusteI~!Ig courtyards

together aids in implementing collective communal feeling and Ùle implementation ofsucb

programs.
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Organic Waste and WastewaterTreatment

Greywater or used non sewage water may be treated in neighbourhood treatment

plants and pwnped back for use as inigation water or water to flush the lOilet. SimiIarly,

blackwater or usee! toilet water may be treated in neighbourhood sewage treatment plants,

thus reducing enormous municipal infrastructure operation and installation costs.

Furthermore, the dense packing of counyard houses, one next 10 the other, reduce the

distances blackwater has to tIavel to the main carrier pipe, consequenùy reducing the piping

COSIS. The sewage may be treated, dried and composted, tfor use in local coun-gardens or

semi-public neighbourhood gardens as fertiliser. The cleaned warer may be usee! for

inigation.

Another alternative to treating sewage water is the use ofdry toilet systemS where

human waste, as wel1 as organic kitehen waste is collected in a sealed basement chamber or

container and allowed to compost. Dry toiIets use no water 10 flush at all and thus save

severa! gallons per visit. There are severa! known methods ofdry sanitary treatment, Most

ofthem involving composting, such as single vault (Clivus MulrrumJ, double vault,

aerobic, anaerobic, ete. techniques. The main disadvantage of these types of treatment is

the arnount of odours and noxious gases (mcluding Methane) produced during the

composting process, as wel1 as the long period ofrime it takes for waste to compost (1-2

years). In China and India, cleverly devised, centrally located. huge composting tanks are

supplied with organic human and animal wastes from SUIrOunding homes and faIms. The

methane gas resulting from composting is stored and diverted via pipes to nearby kitehen

cooking ranges, and in Venezuela, even public buses are operated from the same type of

Methane gas.

Dry composting systems are high1y disadvantageous in higher density

neighbourhoods because of their high odour risk as wel1 as the skill required in operating

the SYStem. However, properly engineered systemS with filtering and deodorizing devices

may reduce or even eliminate that risk in the future. Counyard housing located in isolated,

rural areas may idealy be equipped with dry toilet systems, especia11y ifwarer is not readily

available. Dry systemS save also on septic tank construetion and maintenance expenses.
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Compactly nestled courtyard housing possess a highly advantageous configuration for

waste collecting. composting and recycling human wastes and collecting methane gas.
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